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Pla8ter and Ammonia.

A correspondent of the Genesee Farmer says :
" You have lately proved that gypsum, in its
ordinary condition of dry powder, will not
combine with carbonate of lime and sulphate
of ammonia. I know it is a practic"l fact, from
trial on a large scale. I also thought it would
in some cases expel ammonia, because I had
inj ured an experimental plat of turnips by
mixing gypsum with guano. With no more
chemistry than a gentleman obtains at col
lege and retains scantily amid the varied du
ties and pursuits of life, I have a very high
respect for the resuIts that induction, like
yours in the case above, will give us, but no
confidence in the dicta of men like Liebig,
whose genius (and I think he has a great deal
of it,) is occasionally prostituted to fame."
[We recommend this paragraph to the atten
tion of our farmers. The lesson to be derived
from it is, that gypsum should be moistened,
when mixed with guano.
.. , ......

Failing Dodi.,...

The following table, giving the hight and
the time of bodies falling, will be found very
useful to millwrights in calculating the velo
city of water, especially on falls under six
teen feet:H ei�h t of t he
fat! Ul feet.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
12

'l'ime of fall·
ing in sec'dli.

'25
'352
'432
'5
'557
'61 2
'666
'706
'75
'79
'864

Height of the
fa1l1n feet.

.........

in indicating the fractional parts. If all of
the weights are not wanted for immediate use,
they may be shoved up under the fulcrum, out
of the way, but still remaining in a convenient position. An additional or extra weight
may be hung upon the extreme end of lever
B, when necessary.
The simplicity, compactness, and accuracy
of these scales must be apparent to every one.

I

The field for their introduction is large. The
improvement may be attached readily to the
ordinary platform scales ; indeed, the variety
of form in which the principles of the patent
can be presented, is endless.
The inventors, Messrs. S. S. Mills and M.
Bissell, of Charleston, S. C., will be happy to
give any further information. The patent
bears date Feb. 5, 1856.

IMPROVED HAY PRESS.

'935
l'
1'117
1'22
1'25
1' 37
1'5
1'58
1'67
1'76

A new Artesian well is being bored in the
Avenue Charles X., at the angle of the
A venue St. Cloud and Petit Pare, near Paris,
for the purpose of supplying the ornamental
lakes of the Bois de Boulogne. An interesting
paper has been communicated to the Acad
emy by M. Dumas on the subject, from which
it appears that Mr. Kind, the engineer, has un
dertaken to bore a well 29 inches in diameter,
and continue the sinking, if necessary, to the
depth of 2500 feet, and thus obtain a daily
supply of 10,000 cubic meters of water, being
nearly equal to the volume of water delivered
by the Seine through the Pont de la Tournelle,
at Paris. The boring was commenced on Au
gust 2d last, with a diameter of about 41 in.
For some time, when the operations were
through marl and chalk, the average daily
progress was 16 1-2 feet ; then, through sand,
it was reduced to 8 1-4 to 1 0 feet ; and now,
having reached another stratum of chalk, con-.
taining boulders, the speed is 5 feet, the depth
being already upwards of 980 feet, and by May
1st it is expected that the enormous depth of
about 2360 feet from the surface will be at
tained, being more than 490 feet deeper than
the Artesian well at Grenelle. The motive
power is a steam engine of 24-horse power.
.. - .
.

Red Granite.

L ord Stanhope, in the course of his lecture
before a scientific society in London, speaking
of the fragments of marble found in the allu
vial soil which covers to !L considerable depth
the site of the Forum of ancient Rome, says
that among the various marbles thus discov
ered, were considerable portions of red gran
ite, known to exist in upper Egypt; and then
his Lordship adds, that all the red granite
which now supplies the world, is derived eith
er from the estate of the Earl of Aberdeen in
Scotland, or else from the scattered fragments
which the excavation of ancient cities yield.
It is singular that the leamed lecturer had
never heard of the vast quarries of red gran
ite in Finland, of different shades, and suscep
tible 4>f a polish equal in beauty to the most
compact marble. In the deep gorges of the
White Mountains, in New Hampshire, a spe
cies of beautiful red granite is found.

-------..�� .. ..
�----

Improvement in ScalI'S for \Velghln".

The invention illustrated in the accompany
ing engravings differs from the common scales
in having the after part of the weighing lever
cO'llposed of three or more arms-an arranO'e
ment which permits the apparatus to be c �n
densed into a small space, while its capacity
is very great; the construction also does away
with the necessity of removing the weights
from the scale beams, and thus saves much in
convenience.
In our engraving, fig. 1 is a perspective and
fig. 2 a sectional view. The apparatus is sup
ported on a standard, A, and the weighing
lever, B, which operates in the common man
ner, but is made with three arms, B' B" B ",
has its fulcrum at C. The articles to be
weighed are placed on the platform, D, which
rests upon a knife edge on the lever, B.
The weights upon the arms, B' and B"', it
will be noticed, are both of the same size; if
they were both moved out on the arms, double
the quantity of material could be weighed than
if only one arm and one weight of the same
dimensions were employed.
The tare may be indicated with great facil
ity by using one of the weights for that pur
pose. The smaller weight is intended for use

purchase on shafts, A A, during the back
strokes of the levers, C C. F is a cord for
releasing, at pleasure, the pawl of the second
ary ratchet wheel, E. The levers, C C, are
not permanently attached to shafts, A A, and
may therefore be removed out ofthe way when
not wanted for use.
The ends of bar G, which hold the doors to
gether, fit into mortices in the frame-work of
the machine, and thus relieve the doors from
strain ; the hinges being placed on the outer
surfaces of the cross-pieces, the door will not
fly violently open when the bar, G, is released
and damage is thus prevented. The platform,
H, is composed of separate pieces of plank,
and is thus easily handled ; the pieces are kept
slightly apart by means of guide posts
This press is strikingly simple in all its
parts, strong, portable, and cheap in COIllitruc
tion. The invention is highly spoken of by
all who have had it in use.
For further information address the invent
or, C. J. Fay, North Lincoln, Me. Patented
July 11, 1855.
A Gre a t Artesian \Vell.

Time offall·
ing in sec'd•.

14
16
20
24
25
30
36
40
45
50

NUMBER 32.
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Bltumlnou8 and Anthracite Coal for Bollel'8o
Pre.. for Hay. Cotton, &c.

In this apparatus there is a strong shaft, A
A, placed at each of the lower ends of the
frame. The compression is effected by means
of chains extending from the shafts to the ends
of the follower beam, B, the chains being
wound up on the shafts ; the latter are rota
ted by means of the levers, C C, the hooked

pawls of which, C', catch in the teeth of the
ratchet wheel, D. The force with which the
compression is effected is limited only by the
length of the levers, and as these may be easi
ly extended, the effective power ofthe machine
is truly enormous.
E is a secondary ratchet wheel, having a
spring pawl, not here shown, which holds the
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The ferry steamboats plying on the EaBt
and North rivers between this city and other
places now use bituminous coal for fuel. Two
years ago anthracite coal was exclusively
used. We have been informed that the bitu
minous generates steam as rapidly as anthra
cite, is not so severe on the metal, and on the
whole is cheaper.

jtitntifit 6\mtritan.
SLATE FRAME-Edwin Young. of Philadelphia, Pa.: HEATINGAWD VENTILATINGBUILDINGs.-John Saw
I claim a slate frame made of a single piece of wood pro yer. (assignor to himself and Thos. Hale.) of Fitchburgh.
vided with a groove to receive the edge of the slate. and Mass.: I am aware that a smoke pipe has been enclosed
bent so as to fit it, with the ends fastened together.
ill a casing so
to leave a space around the said pipe for
the reception and heating of external air, and carrying
POLISHING LEATHER-Wm. P. Gamble. of Philadel- POLISHINGBUCKELs-Robert G. Pine, of Sing Sing. the
same into one or more apartments of a building. 1'here
phia. Pa.: I claim effecting the rectilinear motion of the N. Y.: I claim the combination of the polishing and fore
I do not claim such. but a peculiar combination and
flint or glass. when in contact with the leather upon the guide wheels. C D D. with the rotating and longitudinal arrangement ohhe smoke pipe. air heating chamber. hot
strap. by means of the compensating devices set forth and ly moving shafts, E E. provided with clamps. }I". the air
and ventilating chamber.
described. the said devices being constructed and opera- shafts. E E. working in yielding or elastic bearings, sub· 1 flue,
therefore claim the described arrangement of the
stantiaUy shown for the pUll10se specified.
ting substantially in the manner described.
ventilating cl1amher. G, with the main hot air fiue. �" the
lIIDloke flue. B. and air heating chamber. A. the ventila
CARRIAGE COUPLING_Wm. Greenleaf. of Greenfield. SPOKE SHAVE-Martin Snow. of NorthBridgewater. ting
chamber and hot air flue. having valves applied to
la
r
a u fa e
at specified. the whole being capa.ble of being used
�h!v� ;:ifu:n!�!e �'i-��:;i!�� �} s�:el an� :ifh them.
��!h� �i����r�\�. �lif!�(jiDnS,f !�d th�i:�11 ����1�. � � ��k�
in
heating
both of its starts bent or formed in the shape oisprings in building. and ventilating the apartments or stories of
B. as described. or any other apparatus substantially the manner
as specified.
same. and which will produce the same effects.
RE-ISSUE.
SUBMARINE LANTERNS-C. M. Gould and C.B. Lamb. MAKING ENVELOPES_W. W. Cotton. ofNew York
of Worcester. Mass.: We claim. first. the two concentri. �!;�i�I.Ian�a��p���!; f�fdi��.i��s��eg. ��3id:ii:�rrrn�id!: Cfiy�IN:!�e�rd��:dA����r§1� . rCl�1�'fi:st�:�t;ti�k
[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
cally arranged glass cylinders having an air space be· vices from two shafts. so united that the rotary motion of reciprocating platen, operating substantially as describe a
tween them, in the manner and for the purpose speci one shall give a rocking motion to the other. substantially fO
s
L I S T OF P A. T E N T C L A I M S
fied.
s���!ct��h� :ria��:!��t of two slide arms so combined
manner described.
Second. the air chambers. J and Y. with the communi inIthe
also claim the feeding up of the blanks by the two as to form a frame to carry the inking rollers both for
".ned from th e United States P atent Office
cating perforations. H H. and spring valves. J J, in com- feeding
each one carrying it up a portion of the ward and backward over the torm for each impression.
u distanceplates.
n
a
h
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 8, 1856.
and delivering it against the stops or guides Third. throwing a vibrating bed from the point of its re
!� :�t��a����l� inf�h: ��l�!� ��l}�:�h!'" :�;!�: d�: from
whence it is carried through the machine and com ceiving the inking rollers. as described. directly to the
scribed.
impression. by means of toggles arranged as shown. or in
DRYING WET GRAIN. &c.-Stephen W. Apple
pleted.
by of New York City: I claim the application of re SIFTING COAL. &c.-Saml. Harris. of Springfield. Mass. I also claim the combined operation of the paste box an equivalent way. so that said bed after receiving the
volving cylinders situated in a heated tiue, with their I claim providing the pins. a a a. on the underside of the and pasters. the former operated from the rock shaft. and impression will be allowed to recewe or fall back to its
ends projecting into flues. into which cold air is forced cover. A, of the sifting box. B. in such relation to the bot the latter from ·the revolving one, through the interven� original position by its own gravity.
F{)urth. the combination of the vibrating bed with the
and;;o arranged that grain or other similar sUl.stances put tom of the vibrating sieve. C. that when the top of the box tion of devices substantially such as set forth.
into the top cylinder. will slide through the same, and is closed, and the sieve vibrated back and forth. they shall I also claim in combination with the block. P. the fold roller frame. composed substantially as set forth.
then fall into the next cylinder. and so on from one to the separate. the material being sifted/and thus improve and ers.I 234. the hinged points of which are covered and }"'ifth, the grooved cam shaped guides or their equiva·
other, being in its passage alternately subjected to the �c facilitate the sifting operation. and when the top of'the the swell of the hinges facing each other for the purpose lents for throwing the frisket or its equivalent in the pro·
per direction and holding it in the desired positions during
tion of heat while in the cylinder. and to the action of box ii'l opened they shall be out of the way. and thns al. and substantially in the manner set forth.
cold air while falling from one cylinder into the other. low for the convenient removal and replacement of the I also claim in combination with the holders, 1 2 t3 4. the the intervals of rest given to the platen fbr the purpose
sieve. substantially as setforth.
fvr the purpose specified.
sliding cam plates. C'. with their several connections for specified.
soud folders in the manner and order 5ubstan·
ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS.
PROPELLER SHAFTS IN KEELs-Aaron Arnold. of OIL FROM COTTON SEED-A. A. Noyef'!. of Boston. operating
trally as described.
VENTILATING R. R. CARs-George. F. Foote. ofBuft'aTroy. N. Y.: I claim the manner of inclosing propeller
n
e
shafts in keeb. B.13, made of sheet iron or othel' material. W::ing�:it :Ma;�.F: rlg n����i� :�� ��d!' :r�:!;h'ir�: REGULATING PUMPS BY WIND WHEELs-Jacob W�. 10.N. Y. PatentdatedJulyll:1854: I clahn a small door
that may be opened or shut in connection with and a.'
fastened to the vessel's bottom. for the purposeil and in the the matured seed or expressing the oil from the kernels. Goodwin and Moses C. Hawkins. of Edenborough, Pa. part
of a car window. that may be raised or opened in the
mauner substantially as described.
I claim the matUl'ing of the cotton seed. after it has We claim. first. the construction of a wind wheel with the
usual
way. as described.
sails
shaped
like
a
funnel
and
always
presenting
the
been
separated
from
the
cotton
by
heat.
artificially
ap
LOOMS-E.B.Bigelow, ofBoston, Mass.: I ('Jaim con· f;�: a
der
the
husk
brittle
and
easily
separable
open
ends
of
those
on
one
side
of
the
wheel
to
the
GRAINBINDERS FOR HARVESTERs-George ;V. N.
necting the tension roller. or its equivalent. with the let
:he k!�::r
blast.
Yost.
of
Pittsburg. Pa. Patent dated Jan. 1st. 1856· I
off motion to regulate the delivery of the warps by the
we claim the construction of the float. M, and claim. fir�t.
the long lever. m, operated by projections,
arm or feeders. Z. substantially a� specified.
SLIDE VALVES-Wm. M. Henderson, ofBaltimore, Md. Second,
lever. 0, with the elevating rod. P. in combination b2
b3. and spring, p, for the purposes setforth.
I also claim the devices fbr holding the tension rolle r I claim the arrangement of the valves and the means fbr the
with
the
wheel.
H, so constructed in the manner de
or its equivalent firmly at the beat of the lathe. substan operating them. as set forth. by which the entire exhaust scribed as to be raised and lowered by the rising and fall Second. I ('Jaim the arrangement and combination with
the cams for operating the compJesser. the lever. d. bevel
tially a.i described.
o
r
a
ing of the float. M. in the manner desc.ribed or by any gearing.
j i i. and pulley wheel. e. on the pinion shaft.
I also claim the mode of constructing the belt cam and i�;�Nhl�et�!1;:I��;� :���tffrn J��ti���lid: :��:. :!'d
construction substantially the same and which will all arranged
and operating for the purpose set forth.
combining it with the shipping lever. substantially in the worked byseparat.e mechanism in the same plane. The other
produce
the
same
results.
Third, I claim the guards. t t. for the purposes substan·
manner and for the purposes specified.
time of cut·off and exhanst being variahJe at pleasure.
I also claim the m'Jde of connecting the friction brake and in no way connected or affected by the movements or
VALVES FOR HYDRAULIC ENGINEs-John D. Heaton' tially as set forth.
with the shipper and stop motions of the loom. substan· operations of each other.
of Dixon. Ill.: I claim the construction. use and applica
WALJ"!� AND FLOORS OF CXLLARS
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
tion of the swinging or vibrating band. valve devices. T 'I' CONRTRUCTING
R. Moen. ofNew York City. Patent dated I-'eb. 26th.
}:I'inally. I claim releasing the said friction brake to al TAPERING WHAI.EBONE FOR WHIP HANDJ.. F.s-JAv. c c c c. hung on or attached to an axle or shaft, e e. and A.
1856: I claim the mode described of forming walls and
low the loom to be turned by hand, sllostantially as spec eras Hull, of Charlestown, Mass.: I claim combining with operated by the slotted connection rod. J W, and wrist floors
by combining into one mass the water cement and
the cutter cylinder and the bed Elate ofthe machine me pin. S. as set forth.
ified.
or its equivalent by means of the solid building
chanism. substantial1y as descrtbed. to operate against 1 also claim in combination with the said valves the asphaltum
materials as fully set foruh. by which 1he asphaltum or
COOKING RANGEs-John Plant and C.G. Ball. of\Vash and be operated by the sides of a stick of whalebone. and construction
and
arrangement
of
the
water
che:its
or
the
ington, D.C. \Ve do not claim the alternate arrangement so as to control or regulate the vertical movement:i of the chambers. C C D D, the compartments, }t' CEIl. with its equivalent is caused perfectly to adhere to the bricks
or stone of the wall built with a water c.ement. which also
at a series of furnaces and ovens.
rotary cutter cylinder. substantially a.� specified.
adheres to the same stone or brick as described.
We claim the arrangement of the fire chambers,A.ovens.
claim constructing the cutter cylinder and com· the pipe. J K. substantially as described.
B, and front plate. d. in such relation to each other as to I aho
CHUCK FOR LATHEs-Michael Neckerman. of Pitts
h
r
gt
l
DESIGNS.
admit the products of combustion to pass through the flue. �i��� a! :ili���bfe i:� �� :o��d !�d��i��,�! �h� p��: burg. Pa.: I do not claim the beveled toothed rim. J?, CHANDELIERs_Samuel
B. H. Vance, of New York
e
t
e
t
nor
the
pinions.
f.
on
the
screws.
D.
by
which
the
jaws.
o
n
pose as specified.
City.
assignor
to
Mitchell,
Bailey & Co of Connecticut.
���.VF: I� f:g�tP��. �ha: ttr� :h�;;�er t�Ott� K���l1� ���
B. are operated. for this device has bQen previously Two patents.
neath the oven, SUbstantially as described and for the pur MORTAR_II. W. Hunt, of Peekskill. N. Y. ; and John used.
Sands. of Greenwich. Conn.: We daim the combination But I claim the annular rjm. E, having inclined pro PARLOR STOVES-No S. Vedder & Wm. L. Sanderson.
poses specified.
annular bed. A. wheel, D. attached to the rotating jections. j. attached to it. the projections. j, fitting or work
HYDRANTS-E. J. Baker. ofBaltimore. Md.: I claim ofC. the
and drag, E. these parts being constructed and ar ing over projections. i. on the back of the groove. h. the (assignors to Sanders, Wolfe. & Warren.) of Troy.N. Y.
the application to a hydrant of the receiving chamber ranged. :substantially as iihown for the purpo:se specified. toothed
l·im. }\ being placed over the rim. E. the above N aTE-Never were the inventors of our country more
and piston. constructed and operated in the manner and ENVEI,OPES-R.T. Knight. of Philadelphia. Pa I claim parts being
arranged substantially as shown for the pur numerous and active than at the present time, as the
for the purpose sub::!tantially as described.
pose
set
forth.
lapping and interlacing of the end:i and the full width
above long list of patents issued last week evinces. The
PRESSUREBELLs-Jason Barton, of Middle Haddam, the
the
back
being
the
full
wieth
and
length.
turning
over
BENDJNG
WOOD-Edward J. Updegraff. of York. Pa.: acting
Commissioner. the Examiners. and in fact all the
Ct. ; I claim so suspending the hammer by a point near the enclosed letter. so that when the clasps are in, it is im· I claim the method
of
operating
the
form
upon
which
the
the top of the bell. but out of a center thereof. that the possible to open it without detection.
is bent by bringing it hard down upon the platform employees in the various departments of the Patent Office
said hammer shall IIwing from a point near the edge of AI.�o the application of the metal clasps to the envelope wood
by
means
of
the
screw.
v.
and
g
ving
it
motion
by
means
i
the bell into the top part of the interior of the bell. and and letter. or both together. making it one and the same of the platform beneath it. whether
endless chain or have. we apprehend. but little time unoccupied these
vice versa, thus allowing it a downward velocity. and a
for the better security of the contenb, and also to otherwise. as above described. separately and in connec days.
very long movement. and at the same time allowing it to parcel.
fix
the
date
of
mailing
the
enclosed
letter.
which
iii
highly
tion
with
the
arrangement
of
the
wheels,
Jj'" and I, the To forcibly illustrate the activity exi!'!ting among our in
strike the bell near the edge. and at right angles. or near important in many legal and public documents.
screw. o. the spring, u. the frame. K. and the slide, H, ventors
at the present time we would state that during
ly so, to its surface.
substantially as set forth.
LOcKs_;Vm.
Maurer.
of
New
York
City:
I claim the
the month of March. just ended. the specifications and
DOOR FASTENERB-G. H. Lindner. of Hoboken. N. J. tumblers.B. having slots. e e. maae in them. as shown. in PIPE MOLDING-John Demarest. (assignor to the J. L. drawingS'
of no less than one hundred and thirty·four ap
I claim the two catches. a and b, provided with hookil or
with the slotted bolt. D. bolt catch. E. arm Mott IronWorks,) of North Haven.N. Y.: Core bars
curves. d e, at their ends. which l)a.5'S around the pin. D. combination
or lever. F. and bit. C. the above parts being arranged as have been made with wings between which to pack the plications were prepared at this office alone for American
attached to the still or lintel of the door or window frame. shown and describedofor the purpose specified.
sand.
and
which
have
effect
to
bind
and
hold
the
sand
and
European
patents !-a larger number. we presume.
Jhe catches being fitted within the case. B. which ill at AUTOMATIC VALVE-Earl Parker and Wm. Reynolds . o i t c
tached to one of the doors or window!'!. the catch, b. being of East Hartford. Conn.: We claim the employment. t �� d1 �l� �l��' ;��r� �h�;tc<>;;:�b'ars have been made than ever passed through a single Agency since the ex·
provided with projections. g h. agaimt which the bar. C.
with branches connected therewith by dovetail joints, so istence of a patent system in any country
attached to the other door or window. act.-! sub!itantially a� ;:�.egrc�he��n����:i:�i��lgra�hs:eac���e!'a1[cO�II���gW�; that
the branches of the carli bar can be separated in the In the above list we recognise the names of FIFTEEN
shown. for the purpose specified.
mavin; of the valve by expansion of the said fluids in �ide��:��fr�aToeb�:��:i::eda�t����lr;si� a�h�e�dlJo�; patentees whose papers were prepared at this office-be
FASTENING DOOR KNOBs_Nathan Benham. of Hart their lIquid state. essentially as set forth.
inside bearers. which injure the castings. I do not, there· ing about one-third the whole number-our usual aver
ford. Conn. : I claim. in securing the shafts to door knobs. And we further claim the arrangement. eS!iential1y as fore,
the connecting of the branches with the main
the use of the slotted shaft.�"'. with the wedge-shaped specified. of the inner and outer bell�. e B. tubes. perfora core claim
by dovetail joints irrespective of side wings or age.
hole. D, a� described. said shaft being o�ened by a screw tions or passages, c d h. and interior piston or valve. g. for platesbar
which
rest on the surface of the flask to sustain
.. .., ..
or its equivalent, in the manner substantially as set forth. operation. in the manner as set forth.
the branches in a true central position without bearers.
Extension of a Patent.
I claim making core bars for molding curved elbow or
SEED 011' BROOM CORN-G. E.Burt, of Harvard. Mass. DOOR LOCKs-Andrew Patterson. of Pittsburg. Pa. : I branch
pipes. and other such like hollow castings with A petition has been presented to the Com
I do not claim the setting teeth spirally on cylinders. I claim the use and employment of a vibrating bolt which
plates or wings at the ends, substantially as and
am aware they have been so used a 10Ilg' time. Neither shall act as brace between the seat in or the shaft on sustaining
missioner of Patents by J. N. and S. W. Lesh,
do I claim an endless belt constructed of any proper ma which it vibrates. and the jamb piece or keeper. into for the purpose specified.
terial having lugs or spikes. a� described. in combination which it falls without any other leverage or any other WASHBOARDs-Royal Hatch. (assignor to Henry C. Z. Beeson, and D. Bowman, administrators of
sI
with comb roller3 set diagonally upon a frame, as em o
h n
Hatch.) of Stafford. Vt.: I do not claim the beaded
ployed by L. D. Grosvenor. patented Sept. 23.1851.
rn :�l�hJ�:�� e �!��n:��b� ��i:h�h� :�iJ b��� b�l� rounds
irrespective of the manner in which they are ar J. Deardorff, deceased, of vv'ayne Co., Ind.,
But I claim the combination of the wheel, B. or its is operated.
ranged or fitted together, for they have been previously praying for the extension of a patent granted
equivalent. such as a rim or a circle. having one or more CHARRING WOOD-So S. Perry. of Charles City Co: used.
rows of teeth in it� periphery with one or more cylind Va.l I claim the process or mode of charring wood. or But I claim the beaded rounds. E. when secured in the
ers, C. placed parallel r nearly so. with the plane of the as it is commonly called burning charcoal by the appli·
them on June 27th, 1842, for a" Steam Gene 
O
wheel.B.
{h���d; ��ett�ar!:�d�fiit�d I!zi'h�y g�oaov;�3 r�iI�.nB B�
The petition will be heard at the
I also claim the bar, D. arranged in the manner and for cation of hot or heated air to the wood to be charred. as and the beads. e, of every alternate round fitted in the rator."
described.
the purposes set forth.
cavities or hollows. d. of the intermediate rounds as shown Patent Office on Monday the 16th of June next,
combination
with
the
r
o
ls
and
described
for
the
purpose
specified.
GOVERNOR VALVE FOR STEAM ENGINEs-H. H
Pl�t� . L�!��r:t!��i!fl� a� d���rfi,���
Smith. of Cincinnati. 0.; I claim the self-adjusting rings. BOXES FOR AXLES-JuliusBevin, (assignor to himself at noon, and persons who have any objections
with the eccentric. 5 and 6. or their equiva.
SHOT GUN,,-Geo. Buckel and Edward Dorsch. ofMun· combined
operating 'substantially as and for the purposes set :!�!afu�rh�����:��ii� �fi�����:�!�l�ffy �t�seI:� to the extension are notified to appear there
roe. Mich.: We do not confine ourselves to any particu lent.
forth.
lar number of divisions of the bore.
hole in the end of the box without a score behind it have and show cause· why it should not be granted.
But we claim giving the bore the undulating form sub FELT GUIDE OJ' PAPER MACHINES-P. H. Wait. of long
been in common use, therefore I do not claim a box
stantially as described.
a flange without a score behind it.
Those opposing the extension are required to
Sandy Hill. N. Y.: I do not claim the roll. D, nor the use with
But I claim the new manufacture of the hub box de
of a roll to guide the felt, for this has been previously scribed
MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACIUNEs-Calvin Carpenter. used
for wheels which turn upon their axles. to wit.. a file their objections in the Patent Office twenty
ways.
Jr of Providence. R. I.: I claim. first. the cut·off. con ButinI various
hub box with a score or groove behind a flange which days before the day of hearing, and all testi
claim the employment and use of two c.rooked partially
sisting of the geared segments and gear wheels or wheel,
closes the end of the box. said score affording
and thus serving the purpose of springs. and driving a re ����r�g�o�: hG�:n1��ld����� o�· ;ri�tir;r:�il�r�� F,oF� room
for the washer to play within the flange and it also mony taken must be closed on the 6th of June
volving prism. or its equivalent. for rapidly breaking the against
a packing to prevent more effectudly the escape
the felt bears working the roti. G. and lev receives
currents, substantially in the manner and for the purpos ers.}J E,which
of
the
lubricating
matter and to exclude the dirt from and transmitted to the C ommissioner.
changing the position ot the roll, D. by action of
es se t forth.
the felt, substantially as shown. for the purposes set forth. the box and axle. substantially as described.
.. ..
..
ROTARY PUMPs-Thos. Crane. of Fort Atkinson, Wis.:
R. R. CARBRAKEs-R. M. Evans. (assignor to R. M.
I claim connecting the shaft. C. to the hub, D. in such a
Whiteley, Evans
DressinK Saw!.
and Chas. S. Gale,) of Laconica.N. H.: I claim
manner that without opening the pump case, the periph· BOILER FOR COOKING BY STEAM_Edward
a
the arrangement and combination of .slots. a a, of the A correspondent informs us that the method
ery of the annular piston, }J, can at any moment be �����'l!��ii�a ����z: �e�s!efj, �he��b;Pih� i�t�:; brake
rod. D, with the chains, f g. and brake levers. b c,
forced outwards into close contact with the periphery of may
in such a manner that one of each pair of levers will be pursued by him in dressing saws- is to use an
the pump chamber, substantially in the manner set forth.be employed either as a boiler or steamer. as set operated
immediately by the brake rod at the end of its
forth.
respective slot. while the other lever of each pair will be iron disk running at the rate of 2500 revolu
SURFACE SPRINGS.-Anson Wolcott. of moved
in
the other direction by the action of said chains
SASH FA�TENER-T. G. Crooke. of New York City: I TREATING
:
a g
l
wr
in which ever direction the cars may may be moving. tions per minute for cutting the teeth, and then
claim combining with the bolt of a self·acting latch. an
��bo����!! 'tr ·su�r��nd : s�;�;;.1! ��r n�� �t�� substantially
as described.
engaging and disengaging catch c.onstructed and operated �aa;:e�
in
that
case
it
does
not
admit
of
covering
the
same
with
lubstantially as described.
earth, nor remedy the evil of soft earth or miry marlfins OIL CANs-Thomas Priestly. (assignor to Daniel Hol� a small grindstone afterwards to dress and
to
s�rings
;
nor
do
they
prefent
surface
water
with
it!'!
Im
den.)
of
Saxonville.
Mass.: I claim combining with the oil reduce them to the proper shape.
TEMPERING FURNACE-R. B. Fellows, of Shelbnrne punties. nor insects from entering. nor prevent changes vessel. A. and arranging
with respect to the discharging
Falls, Mass.: I do not claim the hardening or the plate, of
...� ..
temperature consequent to said open springs. I am also
p, for dra.wing, when accomplished or employed separ- aware that closed cisterns for retaining water introduced tube.B. thereof. substantially as described. a weight. C.
whereby when said oil vessel i!'! overset. the gravitating The wreck of the iron steamer Curlew on the
s
at
e e
into
them.
are
not
new.
therefore
I do not claim any of power of the weight may move the discharge tube into a
lJ-�r 10 i�i:: t�� ��e of the tubes or the plate before
methods.
from whence no fluid or oil may escape from it. rocks off Bermuda, as noticed by us last week,
mentioned. except when combined and arranged as de these
But I claim the of an inverted vessel, constructed position
I also claim arranging the air inlet tube. so that itS'
scribed.
b
e
r
i
c
i
i
e
opening
into
the air vessel and it'i opening for the recep was due to the bad conduct of the Mate. Re
But I claim the combination of the plate, P, and the ;�U�h �hi�h ifi! ��ri� i:�;e�� �:i!t �!�s�� ;:��ia�d tion of' air shall
be on opposite sides of the axis of the ves cent news from that place state that he kept
tubes. T. or their equivalents. with a sinl;le fire in the ili
with a discharge pipe, foe the purpose of capping springs sel or with respect
to the weight and oil discharge tube.
manner and for the purposes substantially as set forth. so
as to admit of surrounding and covering the inverted essentially as spceified.
no look-out. The water-tight compartment
vessel
with
clay.
substantially
as
described.
VISJ:_O. V. Florey. of Yellow Springs Ohio: I claim
MAKING ENVELoPEs-Wm. H. Lowe. of Albany. N
e
c
i
a
COCKs-Charles Harri.'lon. of New York City: I Y.: I am aware that atmospheric pressure has been of the bow kept that part of the steamer above
�i�::h�����Ii, il.�ifd?�: b�a�.lf. :��cio�ablO:fae;� c� doBASIN
not claim either a screw valve or a basin cock opera· employed in envelope machmery simply for the pur water until all got off the wreck.
iubstantially in the manner set forth.
by the pipe that passes the water. as these separate pose of feeding the blanks to the folding apparatus. I
......
PLANIl'C'G FELLtES-A. W. Fox. of Athens. Pa.: I claim ted
articles
are well known. But I am not aware that the therefore do not claim its use for that purpose.
the arran�ement of the movable pinions. f g, gearing res- screw valve
and bent pipe have ever before been com I claim. first. the cutting out of the blank by a shearing
Dangerous Hair Dyes.
o
t
h
bin�d with the stop, 6. that insures the said pipe being cut, substantially as described. and for the purpose of Dr. Taylor states that oxyd of lead is exten
M.c:!V��inbi� a:�� ;rlhSth� Cd!�i��' fo� �=a�i�;�:d ��: turned off from the basin in that direction which is neces' making a smooth cut.
gearing said. pinions at the proper moments, sub�tantially sary to screw the valve down on to its seat instead of fur Second. I claim the position of the knife to economize sively used for coloring the hair, which, com
a�de:lcribed. whereby the caIiriage is aubmatically fed ther
the waste of paper. substantially as de�cribed.
opening it as described.
d
l he r r
d
ta
it� valve. 3. actuated by Third. I claim drawing the blank through the hole in bining with the sulphur in the hair, produces
:fl;�t��� I: � hile ;�� ���:rs c�ti���Pt� �:��l�� �n� I claimt the screw plug. e. and
the face plate,B. thereby giving to the flaps a preliminary
e
i
he
uniform motion.
�:n��� i;ato�' th���r���� ��:st':!ifall; ::����ij�J. fold.
I al�o claim the combination of the clamping appara
}'ourth. I claim holding the blank by means of atmos. a dark color ; and he had known a case where
tus. arranged as described. with the lever arms. 0 L. and SO WING SEEDBROAD-CAST-Jesse Lincoln. of Union pheric
pressure while the folders are operating.
c
s
releasing
O
lly
ur
the
mati
Jj
"'ifth, 1 claim the adjustable blocks. j j j j. substantial partial paralysis was caused, owing to the
a
town.
Pa.:
I
claim
the
combination
with
the
hopper.
G.
���iafl � :et lo�fu�
�:: ;u:�t
f�liI �also
the
seeding
roller.
H, provided with open cells. c. pass ly as described.
claim the �vice for throwing the fellies from the ing through it. and rocked through the hopper to receive Sixth, I claim drying the gum for the sealing flap by absorptio)l of the oxyd of lead by the skin.
machine. arranged. and operating SUbstantially as speci and
When the hair dye was discontinued the effect
of a current of heated air.
discharge the grain broad·cast. substantially as de· means
fied.
Seventh. I claim feeding the paper to the knife by ceased.
scribed.
of the feeding rollers. 0 o.
BOILER REGUI.ATORs-Wm. S. Gale, of New York CORN PLANTERs-Edward P. Lacy. of Rochester, N. means
Eighth. I claim the c m movement. substantiaUy as
City: I claim the lip. e. of the piston cap, F. and the Y.: I claim in combination of the seat. S, with the described.
in combination with the hollow slide, D, and Vertical steam engine for sale ;
spring. d, arranged in relation to each other and to the treddle
or foot lever. t, rod. r, bar, m. and racks and pin for the purposes set forth.
piston body, for the purpose of clamping the packing, b. ioni.
Ninth,
I
claim
thl'l mode of folding the finger. R. sub. tising columns .
P
P.
the
whole
operatinK
in the mauner and for the
••t forth.
stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.
purpose set forth.
as

I

as

a

.•

.•

a:i

a
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£) tientifi c �m.eritan.
Combined Steam and Ether Enalne••

.

I

MESSRS. EDITORS-In the SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN of February 9th, you published an arti
cle relative to Ether Engines. You appear to
distrust Du Tremblay's ether engine, because
the Company has lately paid a dividend of 40
per cent.
Having resided here many years, and being
quite aware of all that is taking place, I can
give you correct information on this point. It
is quite true that the Ether Co. has paid a fair
dividend of 40 per cent., independently of a
large reserve fund which has been laid by to
meet eventualities ; but this large profit is not
wholly due to the use of Du Tremblay's
ether engines. In the first place there have
been such vast quantities of military stores
transported from Marseilles to the Crimea, at
such extravagant freights, that all steamboat
companies have gained large profits ; in the
next place the Ether Co., were fortunate
enouO"h to meet with a steamboat builder who,
misc:lculating his estimates, sold them two
300 horse power vessels at about 20 per cent.
under their real cost, and as the constructor
was also beyond the time stipUlated for their
delivery, the C ompany took advantage of a
penttl clause in the contract to get about
£7000 in cash out of the builder.
All these circumstances have tended to
swell the dividends of the Compaay, but still
the ether invention has largely contributed to
the profits. Your readers will easily under
stand this on examining the principle of this
invention. Du Tremblay's plan consists in a
pair of engines conj oined ; the first cylinder
is worked by ordinary steam in the usual way.
When the steam has exerted its mechanical
effect, it escapes into a tubular condenser, en
veloping the tubes in which ether is contain_
ed. Of course thcre is no communication be
tween the interior and exterior of the tubes in
the tubular condenser. The vapors of water
and ether never mix. The ether absorbs the
heat of the steam with great rapidity-the
latter is condensed, while the former is con
verted into steam.
This ether-steam drives the second engine,
and of course all the power generated by it is
clear profit.
After the ether-steam has exerted its me
chanical effect, it is reduced to a liquid state
in a tubular condenser, which is cooled by
passing among and around the tubes a large
volume of cold water. To co:uplete the oper
ation, the condensed water is returned to the
boiler, while the condensed ether is returned
to its vaporizer ; this vaporizer being at the
same time the condenser of the water-steam.
As to the practical results, it is now about
three years since the first trial of this system
was made in the Mediterranean-a small boat
of about 60 horse power was constructed,
which has been navigating since then 80 much
to the satisfaction of the Company, that they
had two 300 horse steamers built, in 1853, and
they have now on the stocks three vessels of
200 horse power, and two others of 420, all on
the ether principle.
The ether cylinders of the boats now navi
gating, give about 60 per cent. of the power of
the water-steam cylinder. So many improve
ments have been introduced in the last twelve
months, that there is every reason to expect
that the ether-cylinders will indicate a power
equal to the water-cylinder, the saving of fuel
then, would be exactly 50 per cent.
The waste of ether is almost zcro-so little,
that the smell even is scarcely perceptible in
the engine room .
The boats navigating are the Du Tremblay,
65 horse power ; France, 300 ; Brazil, 300.
Those now building are the Zouave, 20 0 hor�e
power ; Kabyle, 200 ; Sahel, 200 ; Ville de Ly
on, 420 ; Amerique, 420 .
You have alluded to a patent taken out by
H. G. Pecoul, of Paris, " for generating pow
er in steam engines, by passing steam from
the boiler through spiral copper tubes, which
converts ether in a cylinder into vapor, and it
then actuates the piston to give it motion."
No doubt.this would work, but there would
be no economy ; the patentee would obtain in
practice no more power than if he applied his
water-steam directly on the piston. Theoret
ically there would be an economy of 9 per
cent., because the specific heat of ether is 9 1 ,
water being 100 : but in practice h e would

lose more than he gained, by leakage, by in
efficient vacuum, &c., besides uselessly intro
ducing into his engine a highly volatile and in
flammable ingredient. This was M. Du Trem
blay's starting point about. 15 years ago.
A SUBSCRIBER.
Marseilles. France, March 5, 1856.
[We are obliged to our correspondent for
his information. We were positive that all
the reputed profits of the Ether Engine Co.,
were not made by the superior economy of
their engines ; our correspondent's letter is
confirmatory o f our suspicions. It seems that
the engineer who built engines for them made
a miscalculation, and failed to llleet his en
gagements at the time specified, and the man
agers of the Ether Co. profited, in this case,
not by the saving of fnel in their engines, but
by shaving the engineer. We have been of
the opinion that the comparisons made be
tween the combined ether engine and the sim
ple steam engine, so favorable to the former
by its friends-have not been j ust to the lat
ter. We cannot perceive how such a saving
can be effected, as that described in the fore
going communication.
The way the great saving is stated to be ac
complished in the combined ether engine, is
by applying the heat of the exhaust s team to
generate the vapor of ether, which is used to
actuate a piston in an auxiliary engine. The
ether coil forms an outside condenser for the
steam engine ; the condensed steam is em
ployed to feed the boiler, and the condensed
ether is employed over and ov er again, in the
generator. The arrangement involves the ex
pense of two engines in all their details, ex
cepting a boiler for the ether one ; and thus
the expense for the machinery must be at least
fifty per cent. greater than for a simple steam
engine. The force of the ether vapor genera
ted by the exhaust steam cannot be greater
than that of the exhaust steam itself-this is
the law ; therefore it appears to us that the
friends of the ether engine mistake a transfer
of pow!'r by the heat of the exhaust steam for
an increase of force. The exhaust of both
the steam and ether cylinders must be greatly
prolonged by 'the method of condensation,
thus causing bftck-lash. A steam engine worked
with high pressure steam, and the expansion
principle carried out to its utmost limits, we
think, will, on the whole, work as economical
ly.
-------4. · � .•
•
�-----

Falling 'Vater-Form of the Orillce-\\'Ilter
Wheel•.

ets well polished, will pass, when running,
about 100 per cent. of the water ; and when
standing still, about 73 per cent. Again, we
have tested others of the center discharge
class, which, from the peculiar shape of the
floats or buckets, would pass more by about
10 per cent., when still, than when running,
(which at most did not exceed 90 to 95 per
cent. of their area of openings.)
From these, and a long course of similar
experiments, we have been led to the. conclu
sion that no rule can be given which will be
of general application, except we take into ac
count the form and position of the aperture
(whether in motion or at rest,) and the de
gree of contraction to which the fluid vein is
subjected in passing through it. And the co
efficient far the different shaped apertures, we
think, can best be ascertained by allowing the
same quantity of water which will pass through
each, to flow over a notched board or weir,
placed further down the stream, when the
quantity, we think, may be very correctly as
certained by using tables taken from the re
sults of experiments made in Scotland, and
which were published in Vol. 6, SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN. We think the New York engi
neer mentioned by you was deceived by the
party who told him that his 25 horse power
engine performed the same work of a 70 horse
power water wheel, and we could tell you of
COLLINS & GILBERT.
a similar case.
Troy, N . Y.
[The rules in the articles referred to by our
correspondents, had no reference to water
passing through a turbine wheel at motion or
rest. In them it is plainly stated that they
are given, for water flowing out of a station
ary orifice in a gate, or over a weir. All wri
ters on hydraulics are agreed that the form of
the opening has much to do with the quantity
of water discharged in a given time. We did
not suppose that the form of the openings and
their position in wheels could make such a
difference as that stated by our correspon
dents-ranging from 150 to 125 90·80 73 and
50 per cent. of discharge in the same area of
openings .
__-------4"'" � ...
.
Advice to Electrotypers.

MESSRS EDITORS-Supposing that any fact
calculated to benefit the mechanic would be
acceptable to you, I do not hesitate to inform
you in relation to a discovery of mine, made
several years since, and which I have repeated
frequently, and can vouch for as perfectly suc
cessful. In plating articles by the electrotype
process, you are aware that the articles to be
plated are placed in a sort of wire basket,
which is imP.1ersed in a solution composed of
nitrate of silver, cyanide of potassium, bicar
bonate of soda, or some other supstances equal
ly injurious. You are probably also acquaint
ed with the fact that the operator frequently
suffers very much from taking the articles
from the bath, his hands becoming impregna
ted w ith the poison, causing them to inflame
very much, burst open, and discharge an acrid
humor, which excoriates the parts with which
it comes in contact. The basket is attached
to the negative pole of the battery, and con
sequently its contents, and the hand also,
while in contact with the articles contained in
the basket, become affected electro negatively,
and consequently receive the poison into its
tissues. To prevent this disease, platers are
in the habit of anointing their hands with a
pomade made for the purpose, or using an in
dia rubber globe. The first of these quickly
impairs the quality of the bath, and the other
is somewhat inconvenient and troublesome.
The plan adopted by myself is this :-Jf at
the same instant the operator introduces his
hand into the solution, he grasps an iron stir
rup connected with the positive pole of the
battery, the current will proceed from himself,
and consequently his tissues will not absorb
any of the poison. The stirrup must be sur
rounded with linen saturated with salt water. Long experience has made me familiar
with this operation.
M. VERGNES.
New York.

MESSRS. EDITORs-Considering ourselves in
some measure the cause of the publication of
your recent articles on the power of falling
water, now that they are finished, we desire to
offer a few general remarks on the subj ect, not
in a fault-finding disposition, but that we may
be the means of communicating the results of
our experience to others, when they can ex
ercise their own j udgment as to whether or
not we are correct.
The question was, as we understand, the
quantity of water which would pass through a
turhine water wheel when in motion, with a
given head and area of openings, but the cal
culations related to the quantity which would
pass through the same size of aperture when
at rest,-which we consider a very different
matter. We are nearly agreed with the rules
laid down in your articles, to calculate the
power of a given qnantity of water passing in
a given time, and under a given head, but the
difference is in determining the real quantity
of water which will fall in a given time,
through a given sized opening, and if our ex
perience is correct, the results as given in the
articles, will, in all ordinary cases, be found
to be altogether too high, for though we are
aware that an aperture may be constructed
which will pass 100 per cent. of its area, we
know that one of the same size may be con
structed, which, from its form and location,
will not pass more water than 50 per cent. of
its area. We have tested one wheel built on
the re-action principle, and running in unlim
ited water, which, when at maximum speed,
__
�.�.
would pass 150 per cent. of its area, and we
�
••�
4
------�
Treating TlmbeI' to make It Dnrable.
never tested one which did not pass as high
as 1 25 per cent. of its area. The same wheels,
MESSRS. EDITORS-I am not aware that the
while standing still, would pass from 80 to following is generally known, at all events
90 per cent. of their area of openings. We it is not practiced in this locality. In Germa
find the Jonval wheel, built by us, with buck- ny it is known and practiced extensively. The
-----
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matter is this :-Hard wood, such as hickory'
beach, dogwood, &c., is impregnated with the
liquid of stable manure, and afterwards sub
mitted to the influence ofheat, and thoroughly
dried, for the purpose of imparting to it good
preservative qualities and rendering it tough
and solid.
Wood intended for axe handles, mallets, &c.,
is steeped in this liquor for several days, and
afterwards hung up over a fire and exposed to
the influence of heat arising therefrom : two
or three days is sufficient to render it thor
oughly dry. It is then said to possess greater
toughness and solidity than when subj ected to
any other process .
The farmers of Germany use mallets made
of hard wood, which is prepared as above, for
the purpose of driving iron wedges to split
their timber ; the wedges are usually made
with a head about two inches or two and a
half, and the mallet suffers no indentation from
the percussion.
If the process imparts to the wood such qua
lities spoken of, the knowledge of the fact may
be interesting and profitable. It is certainly
a simple and convenient process, and some one
may be disposed to test it, and compare its
effects with those obtained by other methods.
GEORGE KILGOUR.
Cumberland, Md., April, 1856.
T h e Best Form of Salling Ve_I•.

MESSRS. EDITORS-Out of a great number of
experiments with different sized models the
following was the most satisfactory : With a
20-inch model (2-inch beam) I tried the rela
tive values of straight and curved floors, and
I am constrained to believe that the latter is
the best. With the straight floor and keel the
model was drawn through still water 60 feet
by a 7 lb. iron sinker-the line passing over a
horizontal staff-in 10 seconds. The sinker
was then changed for a four pound lead, which
required 14 seconds to accomplish the same
result. The model was then cut down to con
vex curves, and the length divided into
sevenths ; forward three-sevenths shaped to II
curve whose circle would be 600 inches in cir
cumference, and aftermost four-sevenths to the
curve of a circle of 840-nearly a parabolic
curve-that is, in a ship 200 feet long the curns
from forward to center of motion and abaft that,
woulE! be respectively 1000 and 1400 feet
radias. The model when so altered was drawn
through the water by the 7 lb. sinker in 9
seconds-a gain of one-tenth-and by the 4
lb. sinker in 1 2 seconds-a gain of one-seventh
The buoyancy of this floatant was incompara
bly superior to the straight keel.
INVESTIGATOR.

4 ' " ..
Th e Inventor of the Steam FIre Engine Boller.

MESSRS. EDITORS-Be pleased to correct II
mistake which you have made in regard to the
inventor of the boiler used in the fire engine
exhibited in the Park at New York last week,
and oblige the real inventor,
THOMAS PROSSER, C . E .
Brooklyn, April 3d, 1856.
[We were informed that Mr. Lee was the
inventor of the boiler in question, and made
no mistake in stating this.
.. . � ..
Useful Suggestion.

MESSRS. E DITORS-I have seen a circular
saw, the shaft of which run in zinc boxes, and
although exposed out doors, uncovered, for
years, and frequently not used for months, it
never was touched with rust-neither the saw
nor its arbor. The zinc boxes generated an
electric current, which prevented the iron from
rusting. Might not the rails of railroads be
prevented from rusting by being connected
P. R.
with zinc plates.
Hannibal, N. Y.
. I�' "
To Prevent Ships Sinking at Sea.

Place vulcanized india rubber tubes of suffi
cient size in the hold and underneath the deck
of a vessel, and if it becomes disabled and
leaks let these tubes be inflated by a power
ful air pump, and they will keep the vessel
afloat.
J. TATE.
Mountain Island, N. C. 1856.
" .� r "
Prunes.

This:,fine fruit has been very successfully
cultivated in Pennsylvania, by engrafting on
plum trees. Prune trees have also been raised
in Indiana.

� titntifit 6lmeritan.
inches and fractions, while the number of fee t with H. At every revolution of wheel A, the
are seen through the aperture at C. Refer- pawl, G, will push against the teeth of ratchet
ring to fig. 2-which exhibits the interior con- wheel, H, move it one cog, and thuB exhibit a
struction-it will be seen that wheel A is fur- different figure at the aperture in the handle
nished at its center with a cam, D ; the latter C. To take the measure of any surface, there
A Hot Air Locomotive.
The hot air locomotive built at the Novelty has a connecting rod, E, extending to the slide, fore, it is only necessary to roll the wheel, A,
Works, this city, for P. Bennet-as recently F ; this slide has a pawl, G, which moves the over the same, when a correct answer will be
noticed by us on page 181-was tried on the ratchet wheel, H ; the numbered disk, I, moves Been on the instrument, mechanically fignred
4th inst. on the Paterson Railroa.d, N. J., and
IMPROVED MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
accomplished the feat of running off the track.
It is stated that when this happened it was
running at the extraordinary speed of eighty
miles per hour. This locomotive has cost
$40,000, and weighs about 40 tuns. The hot
air employed in it is moistened with steam
generated in a small boiler. The hot air to be
used in the cylinder passes directly through the
fire and is mixed with carbonic acid gas.
Any engine impelled by such a motive agent,
or rather agents, must soon destroy itself. In
their very nature the hot air and gas (although
somewhat mollified by steam) will act injuri
ously upon the metal.

Jehr �nhenthrn5.
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Canal Acro.s the ..thmu. of Suez.

This great enterprise, which, for many years,
has seemed a visionary proj ect, is likely to be
realized. The commission of engineers and
scientific men whom the Viceroy of Egypt
appointed to examine and determine upon the
practicability of it, have made a report, in
which they declare that the canal could be
built on nearly a direct route from Suez to the
GulfofPelusium,with abranch to the Nile. The
estimated cost is $8,000,000, and the con
struction will take six years. It is estimated
that this canal will effect a saving in distance
between the respective places and Bombay, as
follows : Constantinople, 12,900 ; Havre, 8,928 ;
London, 8,550 ; Liverpool, 8,550 ; New York,
7,31 7 ; NJW Orleans, 8,178 miles. More than
one half the distance is abridged between the
principal ports of Europe and Asia, by the
proposed canal. This single fact shows its
immense utility to all nations, as well as to
Egypt and Turkey.

to operation by touching the button, K, on
the handle.
The instrument may be so made as to meas
ure from one up to one thousand feet or more
continuously. The expense of manufacture is
quite small. The diski!, which require mathe-

up. The saving of time and trouble over the
ordinary method of measurement by tape 0 1'
'
rule is obvious.
In the center of disk I there is a coil spring
J, which returns the disk to zero, ready for 110
new measurement. The spring is brought in-

���
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The Steamer New Jersey.
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It will be recollected by our readers that
on the night of the 1 5th ult., the steamboat
New Jersey-running as a ferry boat between
FilJ· 2
Philadelphia and Camden, N. J., was consumed
by fire, by which calamity 36 persons lost their
lives. The citizens of Philadelphia have giv
en this case a most thorough examination, and
the Coroner's Jury have returned a verdict
which places the whole blame of it upon the matical accuracy in their construction are all measures can be constructed on this plan. It
owners, and some of those employed on the produced by unerring machinery. Surveyors' is a very excellent and useful improvement.
steamboat-the captain, pilot, engineer, and instruments and many other varieties of ' Apply to the patentee for further information.
fireman ; also the Inspector. The boiler was
worn out, leaky, and defective ; the boat was
NEW METHOD OF CONNECTING DOORS.
inadequately manned, had no life-boats, life
preservers, buckets, nor means of escape, from
collisions or fire. We hope that those who
have been blameable in this case, and whose
bad conduct has been fully proved . before the
Coroner's Jury, will meet with the punish
ment they so justly deserve.

I

..

,.. . ..

The Ren_Iaer Polytechnic Institute.

In our notice of the Pennsylvania Poly
technic Institute, a few weeks ago, we forgot
to mention the above-named excellent Insti
tute in Troy, N. Y., which was established in
1825 by tte old Patroon, Hon. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, and in which have been educated
some of our most distinguished men in the
walks of science. This institution is designed
for the education of Architects, Civil, Min
ing, and Topographical Engineers, upon an
enlarged basis, and with a liberal develope
ment of mental and physical culture.
New

" '�
Measuring

.. . .. . .

Launch of the

Steamship Adriatic.

This noble vessel was launched from the
ship yard of her builder, George Steers, on the
forenoon of the 7th inst., amid a vast con
course of persons who had assembled to wit
ness the scene. At half-past eleven o' clo tk
the booming gun told the hour for the last
wedge to be struck away, when instantly the
leviathan hull began to move on her ways,
and quicker and quicker, onward she bound
ed majestically into the " briny deep." The
impetus she received carried her to the other
side of the river, and led to the demolishing of
one of the piers, but the .Jldriatic sustained no
injury.
The model of this steamer is the same as
that of the Niagara. Her entrance is sharp
and beautiful, and all her lines very graceful
and fine. Her length is 354 feet, breadth 50,
depth 33, tunnage 5250 tuns. Her engines are
to be oscillators, the largest of this character
ever constructed. Their bore is to be 96 in
chel, their stroke 144 inches. They are now
in course of construction at the Novelty Work!
of Messrs. Stillman & Allen. They are to be
fitted up with Mr. Allen's new valve arrange
ment, 8Jld are to be splendid specimens
of engineering. The hull is divided in
to a number of water-tight compartment�, and
no expense will .be spared to make her the
finest and as safe a steamer as plows the deep.
Her interior arrangements will be on a grand
and costly scale, and her whole cost, it is esti
mated, will not be much less than $850,000.
The Persia-the latest built ship of the Cu 
nard line-is 3ao feet long, or six feet more
than the .Jldriatic, but she is five feet less in
width, and in burden is less by 600 tuns.
The Vanderbilt, the Persia, and the .Jld,-ia.tic,
the new great Atlantic steamers, will be re
presentatives of different classes of engine pro
pulsion. The Persia is fitted with side levers,
the Vanderbilt is getting in over-head beam en
gines, and the .Jldriatic will have oscillators.
The latter kind of engines are the most sim
ple and compact, but hitherto they have been
obj ected to for large vessels on account of
their steam heated trunnions. The engines of
the Vanderbilt are now being rapidly fitted up
at the dock of the Allaire Works. Her cylin
ders are of 90 inches bore, with a stroke 144
inches ; the estimated power of them is less
than those designed for the .Jldriatic. The
Persia's cylinders arc 100 inches in diameter ;
their stroke is ten feet.
The fitting up of these large vessels with
Iteam engines so different in their construc
tion and arrangement affords us much satis
faction, inasmuch as their experience will be
a great addition to the science of marine en
gineerin g.
------.- + ,4IlII- - �-alr.:cbal1ic:� Feslha,I .

We learn by th e 'Weekly Banner, of Hamil
ton, C. W., that the mechanics of that place
belonging to the M echanics Institute, held
their Annm,l F estival on the 2nd inst., and

..
Inotrument.

Our engravings illustrate a convenient and
ornamental little pocket instrument, for
measuring surfaces of all descriptions, the in
ventioll of Mr. Louis Young, No. 1 Whitehall
st., New York City, by whom it was patented
Nov. 20, 1 855.
One end of the instrument is held in the
h and ; the other end is furnished with a
measuring wheel, which is rolled over the sur
fa ce of the object to be measured, the distance
traversed by the wheel being accurately in 
dicated in feet, inches, and parts of inches on
graduated disks. Fig. 1 shows an exterior
view of the improvement, A being the measur
ing wheel ; B is a pointer, which shows the

q uired, this invention presents special advan
tages. Its cheapness and simplicity are strong
recommendations.
Mr. Charles E. Brown, formerly of New
York City, now of East Cambridge, Mass.,
is the invent<;>r. His patent bears date Janu
ary 8, 1856. For further information apply
to Mr. D. M. Devoe, 178 Wooster street, New
York City.

Improved Method of Connecting Doors.

This improvement consists in providing
double doors with !pindles, A A', which ex
tend up through the j amb into the casing ; pul
leys, B B ' , are attached to the spindles ; a
chain belt and connecting rods, C, unite the
two pulleys, so that when one door is opened,
the other will also be moved ; the inconve
nience of having to open both doors by hand
is thus avoided. The rods have an adjusting
nut, c t .

had a fine time of it, between eatin g and
spe echifying. The President, Nebemiah Ford,
stated that the success of th e Institute during
the past year, had bcen unparalleled. There
had been an increase of 200 members, and its
financial affairs were in a flattering conditon.
The success of the Institute does honor to the
mechanics of Hamilton. It has a good libra
ry, owes no debt, and has a large list of mem
bers, who are careful readers of the SCIENTIFIC
In our engraving the belt is crossed, 80 that AMERI C AN.
both doors will open in the same direction
.. . .. . ..
By changing the belt, so that it will work in
To Maj or Raines and Lieutenant Churchill
direct lines, the doors will open in different di
we are indebted for courtemes tendered us,
rections. If desired, a spring may be attached
while spending a few hours on Governor's
to the spindles above the pulleys, which will,
Island last week.
at all times, close the doors.
... .. . ..
'l'he parts are simple, strong, and wholly
Chilled rolls of the very best quality can be
concealed in the casing from view.
For offices, stores, shops, cabins, state rooms, procured of the Birmingham Iron Foundry.
and all situations where double doors are re_ See their advertisement in another column.
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The Architecture o f Ca.t Iron.

as cheaply executed in marble or free
stone, but when a multiplicity of such is
required, they can be cast in iron at an
expense not to be named in comparison with
like ornaments in wood or stone, and with
this advantage they will always retain their
original fullness and sharpness of outline.
The pamphlet referred to contains some very
beautiful and chaste ideas on this point, which
we cannot do better than close this article
with :" Fluted columns and Corinthian capitals,
the most elaborate carvings, and the richest
designs, the architect may have dreamed of,
may be re-produced in iron for little more
than the cost of ordinary castings. Ornamen
tal architecture, which, with limited means,
is apt to be tawdry, because incomplete, thus
becomes practicable, and its general introduc
tion would tend to elevate the public taste for
the beautiful, and at the same time gratify one
of the finest qualities of the human mind."

+

Tidal Flood Gates-By George W. Flanders,
of Lynn, Mass.-On many parts of the sea coast
the rise and fall of tide water is employed to
drive grist and other mills. For this purpose
a dam is generally thrown across a creek, a
sluice way being left in the middle. The sluice
is furnished inside the dam with a hinged gate,
so that when the tide rises it pushes up the
gate and rushes into the enclosure formed by
the dam. When the tide begins to fall and the
current changes the water closes the gate ; the
fall thus obtained is employed to turn a wheel
until the tide rises again. The gate is general
ly hinged at the top and passes across the top
of the sluice, so that navigation is wholly cut
off. The present improvement consists in
hinging the gate at the bottom, so that it may
be made to turn down level with the ground
either by force or by the incoming of the tide,
thus leaving the sluice open for vessels to pass
through.

G. Pine, of Sing Sing, N. Y.-Consists in se 
curing the buckles or other articles in clamps
attached to rotating shafts, which work in
yielding or elastic bearings, said shafts being
placed at each side of a polishing wheel and
guide wheels so that the articles to be pol
ished will be properly presented to the polish
ing wheel. The shafts while rotating are
moved longitudinally, so that the whole sur
face of the work will be presented to the pol
ishing surface. The polishing is done quickly
and in a very thorough manner.

We have before us, in an illustrated and a
well written pamphlet by John W. Thomson,
A. M., of this city, an account of the origin,
application, and advantages of cast iron in
Improvement in Soot Guns-By Buckel and
the construction of buildings. No city in the
Dorsch, of Munroe, Mich.-This invention con
world is undergoing such an architectural
sists in giving the barrel of the gun a slight 
trarulformation, at present, as New York, and
ly undulating form, for the purpop.e of causing
cast iron is a powerful agent in this revolu
all the shot to strike within a certain circle,
tionary work. In one single street ten hand
and prevent its indiscriminate scattering. The
some houseB-some of brick and some ofstone
barrel is divided into an odd number of parts,
-which a few years ago were used as the
say five, seven, or nine, according to the length,
mansions of wealthy citizens, are now being
the said parts being made alternately of larger
taken down, and on their sites are to be erect
ed ten structures for stores, with ornamental
Universal Lathe Chuck-By Michael Necker and smaller diameter. The parts next the
... ,... . ..
cast-iron fronts. Designed upon one plan, and
man, of Pittsburg, Pa.-The design of the breech and at the muzzle are of the larger di
Recent American Pal ent ••
placed close together they will resemble a
inventor of this improvement is to permit the ameter, and the intervening parts smaller and
Sifting .,qpparatus-By Samuel Harris, of
single harmonious, stately, and imposing edi
centering of an obj ect in lathe, either on its larger alternately, thus producing an undulat
Springfield, Mass.-Consists in providing the
fice. The " happy adaptation of cast-iron to
true center or eccentrically, as may be de  ing bore. Many experiments, we are told, have
cover of the sifting box with a series of pins,
ornamental architecture," no man can doubt
sired, without inconvenience. Most chucks been made with shot guns of this construction,
which, when shut down, proj ect into the sieve
for a moment, after viewing the majestic pile
are so arranged that the article cannot be cen aM the result in all cases is, that the shot fall
and come in contact with the substance to be
of Messrs. Harper, in Pearl street, and other
tered eccentrically without taking the chuck within and evenly cover a certain sized circle,
sifted. When the sieve is moved back and
cast-iron buildings which have been erected
apart to alter the position of the j aws ; after never scattering beyond. Such guns must he
forth the pins serve to stir up the substance
far more effective for sporting purposes than
during the past few years in New York, and
use the chuck must be again taken to pieces to
and separate particles that adhere, and thus
the ordinary kind.
other American cities. The value of cast-iron
ensure thorough sifting. For spices and many restore the parts. In the present invention
as a plastic and stable material for building,
Improved Safe Lock-By William Maurer, O f
other articles this plan is admirable. The there is an ingenious arrangement, whereby
is now being appreciated ; and in a few years
New York City-The invention consists in an
the
hold
to
altered
instantly
be
may
chuck
the
sieve is moved by a crank and rod.
hence, so many beautiful buildings of it will
object eccentrically or otherwise, at pleasure. ingenious construction and arrangement of a
New Method of .,qrra ging Steam Prcpellers
be put up in our cities, as will make them far
series of thimbles, bolt catch, and bit. This
It is a good improvement.

-By Aaron Arnold, of Troy, N. Y.-The in
surpass, in architectural effect, the most fa
lock is believed to present perfect security
PI·essure Tea Bell-By Jason Barton, of
ventor provides two extra keels, running along
mous cities of the old world.
against burglary, while the expense of manu
on the bottom of the vessel, one on each side Middle Haddam, C onn.-Ornamental tea bells
The origin of cast-iron buildings is due to
acture is quite small.
of the gong shape, operated by pushing down
...--._._--_
James Bogardus, of this city. The pamphlet of the central keel. A propeller is attached
to the end of each extra keel. The keels are a button, are extensively sold. In these the
Recent Forcilln Invention•.
informs UB, that it was while contemplating
bored to accommodate the propeller shafts, hammer is connected with a spring and es 
Cure for Cholera, Dysentery, o/c.-T. Slei ght,
the rich architectural designs of antiquity in
and, if desired, a propeller n:ay be placed at capement. In the present improvement, which of Hull, England, has obtained a patent for
Rome and Florence, in 1 840, that he conceived
both ends of each shaft. Located on the bot is of the same form and class, the button is at the following compound to cure bowel com
the idea of emulating them in his native coun
tom of the vessel where the water is more solid tached to one end of a lever within the bell plaints : Essential oil of cassia, peppermint
try by the aid of cast-iron. When he re
and unbroken by the passage of the ship the and the hammer to the other ; the fulcrum of cloves, and nutmeg, (about Itn ounce each)
turned, some years afterwards, he devoted his
are expected to act with greater ef the lever is placed quite near to the point where are added to spirits of wine (a pint) and when
propellers
attention to the subj ect, and in 1 848 com
placed at the stern in the com the button connects, so that the opposite or intimately mixed, about an ounce of ground
when
than
fect
menced to build his factory on the corner of
hammer end of the lever, when the button is
manner.
mon

apple of the pinus picea, or silver fir tree, is also
in
are
we
which
Center and Duane streets,
-This pressed, will have a larger sweep than the other added.
.
es
t
or
f
o
a
i
P
in
Improvements
Driggs'
A !ittle of the tincture of opium is
formed was the first entire cast iron edifice ever
invention, described and illustrated in the last end, and strike the bell. The improvement also added, and the compound is complete. It
erected. The inventor met with much to try
cheapens this kind of bell considerably, and is given in very small doses, and the smaller
his patience, and to discourage him during number of our paper, was patented in the Uni
States Dec. 18th, 1855. It has also been renders it more durable, as the spring and the better we opine. No patents for medicines
the time it was building. There was a general ted
Britain and France through escapement are wholly dispensed with.
have been granted for a long period by our
prejudice, amongst all classes, and peculiarly patented in Great
By Wm. Patent Office ; but in our notes on " Curious
Fire Regulator jor Steam Baile
Agency.
American
Scientific
the
so among most men of science, against the
S. Gale, of New York City-This improve American Inventions " we shall present some
Machine for Mixing Mortar-By Henry W.
use of metal as a building material. It was
relates to a method of regulating the which will throw the above one entirely in
ment
believrd that by the changes of atmospheric Hunt, of Peekskill, N. Y., and John Sands, of
draft damper of steam boilers, so as to in
the shade.
temperature, it would expand and contract so Greenwich, Conn.-The lime and sand are
crease or diminish the fire according to the
frequently, that a building made of it would spread out on a circular platform on which
W. H. Lancaster and J. Smith,
Water Ga
pressure of the steam. When the pressure ex
soon become loose in its j oints, buckle in its traverses a large wheel, while behind follows
of Liverpool, patentees.-This invention em
ceeds a given weight the apparatus shuts the
several parts, and become unstable and unsafe. a couple of scrapers, placed at different an
braces the introduction of water into the com
damper and slacks down the fire ; and wben
Experience has proven such notions to be un gles. Riding on the scrapers is a vessel from
mon coal gas retort during the process of dis 
is
damper
the
enough
steam
not
is
there
s ound and erroneous. The atmospheric chan which water is allowed to drip upon the lime
tillation, whereby the water is decomposed
opened so as to quicken the fire. These con
ges of temperature exercise no appreciable ef and sand, so as to impart the necessary con 
and its hydrogen given off with the carbon and
sistency. The action of the wheel is to spread trivances are coming into very extensive use. hydrogen of the coal. The claim is for the
fect upon such structures.
They effect an important economy in fuel by
The pamphlet states that not a single j oint out the mortar, but the scrapers immediately
simultaneous decomposition of water and coal
assisting to maintain a steady fire in the fur
in Mr. Bogardus' factory has ever moved an throw it up again into a continuous heap. The
n one retort.
hair's breadth, although a powerful steam en mortar is thus very quickly and intimately nace.
New Lt. bricating Compound for Railway
consist
kind
this
of
apparatuses
the
of
Most
gine, is kept at work on one of the floors, and mixed. At a suitable part of the platform
o/c.-G. Durham and C . Wyatt, of Lon
.,qxles,
of a lever attached at one end to the fire
heavy machinery kept in operation on all the there is a trap door through which the mortar
don, patentees.-Take 24 parts of tallow, 1 2
which
piston,
a
to
other
the
at
and
damper,
cast-iron
falls, in a heap, when duly prepared.
others. 'f o us it appears that such
parts o f common soap, B,nd 2 parts (all by
Improvement in Slate F mes .-By Edwin rises and falls according to the pressure of
buildings must be more stable than those of
weight) of resin, and mix them with warm
steam.
of
oints
j
numerous
the
granite, stone or brick,
Young, of Philadelphia, Pa.-Slate frames are
water. The tallow, soap, and resin may be
giving
in
consists
improvement
present
The
which are only united by a feeble bond of mor generally made of four pieces of wood, dove
heated and rendered fluid before they are
slightly
a
cylinder
iston
p
the
of
interior
the
these
of
oints
j
the
of
whole
the
tailed and pinned together at their corners. In
tar, whereas,
placed in the hot water. The compound is
al
of
purpose
the
for
form
taper
or
conical
a
cast-iron structures , are turned true in lathe this improvement only one piece of wood is
stirred until quite cool. Some of our engineers
to fit accurately, and then they are all used, which, after being grooved to receive lowing the piston to fit easily within it while should make some experiments with this lu
sensitive
very
be
to
as
so
open,
is
damper
the
cast-iron
a
the slate, is bound around the same like a
screwed together, thus making
bricator.
building as stron g as if it were one entire hoop and fastened. Slates thu8 formed may to any increase of pressure, but to increase
Compound for Feeding Horse& and Cattle.
an
by
lifted
is
it
as
piston
the
of
friction
the
casting.
be made in oval form, the framing consisting
I t may justly be asserted that cast iron has of rattan or other light handsome wood. They increasing pressure of the steam, thereby caus The patentee of the following great interior
already been the means of originating new are rendered much more convenient to handle, ing the damper to check the draft quickly at invigorator is A. C. Morrison, of London-a
styles of architecture, and we may be par are more durable, as the frame cannot easily first and then more gradultlly, instead of en relative, perhaps, of the renowned Dr. Pill
doned for indulging in a feeling of national give out, will not brake on falling, are cheap tirely closing it with a sudden movement as ;n Morrison. It consists of kidney beans, oats,
other regulators. Another portion of the im barley, rice, linseed, liquorice, niter, carraway,
pride, because of its American origin. In er, &c. This is an excellent improvement.
provement relates to the construction of the Peruvian bark, galingal, gentian, sulphur, salt,
brick, stone, marble, and granite, the finest
Fastening& of Folding Doors and Window8resin, cream of tartar, carbonate of soda, grains
modern structures are but feeble imitations of By G. H. Lindner, of Hoboken, N. J.-Where piston.
of paradise, ginger root, Iceland moss, arrow
the old masters ; and as Ruskin has placed folding doors are used it is necessary, for se
Improved Washboard.-�y Royal Hatch,
metal as a building material, beyond the pale curity, that one of them shall be firmly fas assignor to H. C. Hatch, of Strafford, Vt. root, aniseed, cardamus, turmeric, cascarilla
of conservative architecture, we may justly tened, independent of the other ; this is gen The washboard is composed of beaded rounds bark, canella, alba, and guacum. These are
claim cast-iron building as the only new ar erally done by means of bolts at the top and placed together lengthwise in a frame, the mixed together, in various proportions, to feed
chitectural art which modern genius has de bottom ; to fasten and unfasten these bolts is beads of one round fitting into the spaces be the animals, and is stated to be an improve
ment on the feed compound patented by G.
vised. Hitherto its use has been chiefly con inconvenient.
In the present improve tween the beads of the next round, so that a
fined to factories, stores, lighthouses, and tow ment a new kind of self-acting latch is used perfect corrugated surface is obtained for the W. Henri, Jan. 30, 1855.
This receipt surpasses the one of Sam Slick
ere, but we hope the day is not far distant which takes the place of the bolts, so that by clothes to be rubbed over. The water will
when churches, spires, mansions, and cottages the mere act of closing the two doors one or pass through the rounds, but the suds will be for feeding his horses on pine shavings by
mounting them, at meal . times, with green
will be constructed or it.
them will be secured Itt the top and bottom as retained, spattering will be prevented, &c.
A single ornament for It building ltllty be before
Machine for Poli&hing Buckles�By Robert spectacles. Sam's, however, has the merit of
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being short, dry, and cute ; while this one of of the metal known by the name of arbor Di-

Morrison is long, soft, and kinky.

an<E.

Cannon-J. C . Haddan, of " C annon Row,"

L ondon, patentee.-This invention consis t s in
lining the interior of old and new cannon with
rifled or plain tubes to fit the bore.

They are

inserted into the cannon after it is cast, and
are made in one, two, or more pieces, longitudinally or transversely.

Such tubes for can-

non are intended to be renewed from time to
time as they wear out, so that the body of the
cannon m ay serve for a long period, and not
as they are constructed at present, the whole
gun having to be laid aside as useless on account of the worn bore.
The above-named place, where the inventor
of this improvement resides, harmonizes with
the character of his invention.
•

---._-

The chloride of silver is formed by mixing

A great quantity of silver is used for arti-

call for speed nearly equal to the full capacity
of the engine, it is very obvious that the risks

tinued until the war ceased, when they aban

of failure in

making

time, must be

much

together a solution of nitrate of silver with a

doned it.

The first patent for manufacturing

greater than at reduced rates, and when they

solution of common salt ; it is termed horn

pins by machinery was obtained by L. Morse,

do occur, the efforts made to gain time must

silver when found native.

of B oston, in 1 8 1 3 .

The solid headed pin, the

b e correspondingly greater and uncertain. A

in ammonia, and in a solution of the cyanide
'
of potassium ; it is much used in photogra

one now in common use, which has entirely

train whose prescribed rate of speed is thirty

superseded the old separate headed pin, was

miles per hour, having lost five minutes of

By introducing a solution of potash or

invented by Lemuel W. Wright, of Haverhill,

time, and being required to gain it, in order

phy.

This salt is soluble

soda into one of nitrate of silver, a protoxyd

N. H.

He obtained patents for America and

to meet and pass an opposing train at a sta

is formed ; it falls to the bottom of the vessel

England, in 1825, and went to the latter 'coun

tion ten miles distant, must n�cessarily in

in the form of an olive colored powder.

If try to

sell and introduce his machinery for

crease its speed to forty miles an hour ; and a

A working machine was train whose rate of speed is 40 miles per hour,

this be digested in a strong solution of ammo

tbeir manufl\cture.

nia, a black substance is produced, which is

in operation in 1826, in L ondon, and the in

under similar circumstances, must increase

It ex-

ventor made and sent out two machines to his

its speed to 60 miles per hour."

plodes under water when heated to 2 1 2 °, and

own country, but these were never set in op

terribly explosive-fulminating silver.

The liability to collisions on a single track,
with high speeds, are thus clearly set forth,

when it is dry, the touch of a feather, or the

eratIon.

rolling of a carriage across the street explodes

forming the pin points, owing to the difficulty

Fulminating silver is also obtained by the

of arranging and keeping the rotary files in

The Telegraph-It is stated, in the report,

action of warm alcohol on nitrate of silver.

order for this purpose, consequently his ma

that a single track railroad may be rendered
more safe and efficient by a proper use of the

it.

Silver and its U.eo.-Conclud .. :!.

came to New York from England,

makers

and commenced business, at which they con

machines

His

were

defective in

and moderate speeds are recommended.

The iodide of silver is formed by adding ni

chines were, at last, only employed to take the

cles of domestic use among the more wealthy

trate of silver to the iodide of potassium.

It

wire from a reel, straighten, cut it into lengths,

telegraph, than a double track railroad with

classes ; but although such articles pass under

i s e asily decomposed by light, and it therefore

out its aid.

the name of " silver plate," they are all al-

then head and deliver it to be pointed by hand.

forms the basis

loyed more or less with copper.

pictures.

In our coun-

of the film of photographic

Silver solder is composed of 667

This inventor, like

idence in England, where h e was living three

try there is :t great difference in the quality of parts of silver, 233 of copper, and 1 0 0 of zinc. years ago, and was highly esteemed for his
articles which pass for silver, owing to their
Silver was early applied to the purposes of mechanical genius and integrity. The names
In England, on the other

degrees of alloy.

hand, there is a standard for plate silver, and

ornamenting by plating, that is, covering an

lisions between trains moving in the same di

of the inventors of the steam engine, cotton rection, " have proved by far the most fatal
and disastrous . " We have always entertained

gin, steamboat, and telegraph, are often men

The articles

tioned with enthusiasm and respect, because

The

to be plated were scoured bright, then heated to

of the benefits they have conferred upon man

serts that a single track, with proper turn

kind by their inventions, but who ever heard

outs, and the use of the telegraph, is a more

In France, the standard

changes color, the silver in thin leaves then

with a skin or coating of silver.

required to be inspected and stamped.
alloy is

but not in the same direction ; and it is as
serted to be a well established fact, that col

inferior lllf)t-al , like copper, brass, and iron,

in order to prevent fraud, all silver vessels are

composed of 1 1 1 parts silver to 9 'of a po int j ust below that at which the metal

copper, by wei ght.

The double track obviates colli

J. Perkins, took up his res sions on trains moving in opposite directions,

for plate i� 19 parts silver to 1 of copper. 'fhe

laid on and the adhesion produced by a bur

addition of a small quantity of copper to sil-

nisher.

ver, while it increases its hardness to a won-

The best method of fire silyer pll\ting is that

Mr. McC allum as

a different opinion to this.

of the name of Lemuel W. Wright, of the Old safe and profitable investment than a double
Granite State being toasted as an inventor,

track without a telegraph.

" In the moving

is left to

nothing

and yet his invention was a most useful, and

of trains

by telegraph,

Like many other good inven

chance."

Those railroads, therefore, which

ingenious one.

derful degree, scarcely diminishes its white-

pursued in Sheffield and Birmingham, England,

tions, however,the authorship of the solid-head

do not use the telegraph, exhibit a great want

ness .

which is to make plated ingots, and from them

ed pin is disputed. On page 38 1 , Vol. 9, S CIE N

of s agacity and good management.

headed pin baving been made fifty years ago

also contains an account of a series of exper

The greatest degree of hardness is ob-

tained by using of copper o;rr e-fifth the weight
With equal weights-copper

of the silver.

Ingots of copper or

manufacture the articles.

brass are cl\refully filed, then the silver in thin

TIFIC AMERICAN, there is a notice of the solid

Resistance or Grades and Curves-The report

Arti-

sheets is neatly laid on them, their edges j oined

by D . F. T aylor, of Birmingham, Eng., whose iments for determining the effect of resistance

cles formed of alloyed silver are subj ected to

together and brushed wit:l a solution of borax.

brother now manufacturers them at the rate of of grades and curves.

a process to remove the bas er metal from the

They are then tied with wire and introduced

200 per minute.

thcn plunged while hot into warm water acidu-

gots are laid on the red-hot charcoal and sub

lated with sulphuric I\cid, which removes the

mitted to heat until the silver is observed to

and silver-the alloy is a good white.

wrface.

They are heated nearly to redness ,

into a furnace heated with charcoal.

The in

ed to John

In 1832 a patent was grant

These took place in

the month of September last, and were made

J. Howe, for a pin machine, and in with a view to determine the relative power

1835 a Company was formed in this city to

required upon the several Divisions

carry on the manufacture under his patent.

road for the transportation of heavy freight.

of the

A single locomotive was run the entire dis

ticle) from the surface, leaving it of a blanched

The attendant who

The machine formed the head of a coil of fine

watches the process now withdraws the in

wire by dies, and tbe:pin so made did not differ

tance from Dunkirk to Piermont with trains

Alloyed silver

gots , for if suffered to remain longer the silver

In the Sl\me

varying to suit the ruling grades of the differ

oxyd of copper (formed while heating the ar-

appearance, called dead silver.

draw into the copper.

from the English diamond pin.

The engine selected for this

would become amalgamated with the copper.

ent divisions.

Those parts

Although electro - silver plating has recently

year Samuel Slocum, of Rhode Island, obtained
a patent in England for machinery to make

purpose weighed

of plate requiring to be burnished are polished

become so common we have been assured that

solid-headed pins, and in 1838 a factory for

with proper tools.

the business of fire-silver plating has in no

articles are sometimes boile d in bi-sulphate of
potash to produce a like effect.

The most important salt of silver is the
" nitrate ; " it is prepared by dissolving silver

wise diminished.
E lectro-silver plating is now carried on to
The silver is deposited from

in nitri c acid, a,nd evaporating the solution to

a great extent.

dryness, or until it is sufficiently concentrated

a solution of the argento-cyanide of potassium

to crystalize

on cooling.

The crystals are

colorless and transparent, readily soluble in
water and alcohol. If these crystals be heated

on the articles to be plated by 1\ galvanic cur

rent generated in a battery .
a composition of tin and

White metal, or

copper, is the best

in a crucible, they fuse like niter, and are

basis for silver plating, because when the

formed into sticks, called lunar caustic.

pl ating wears off, the white metal underneath

salt blackens by exposure to the sun.

This
Ivory,

is not so readily noticed.

Electro silver plat 

marble, & c . , may be s tained black by soaking

ing is an art only a few years old, yet owing

them in a solution of this salt, and exposing

to its flexible

them to the sun's rays.
indelible

writing

ink.

It is used for making
The

article

to

be

marked, is first moistened with carbonate o f
s oda, then dried, then written upon with 1\

character-the facility with

which so many articles can be covered with a
coat of this beautiful metal-it is the most in
teres ting of all others for which silver is used
..---,
_ _____ _ ....

their manufactory was set in operation at
Poughkeepsie, N.

American patent ; the machinery was operated

The traction of the engine was 14,485 lbs.,
that is, the total resistance it could overcome

id-headed pins, and the " Howe Pin Manufac

with steam at the above pressure ;

turing C o . " at Birmingham, C onn. , are now

without load was 347 Ibs . It has been custom

" The American

ary to estimate the friction of cars on 30-inch.
wheels with j ournals 3 inches in diameter at

making pins by his machine.

bought out Slocum' s machine, at Poughkeep
sie, in 1 848.

The weekly manufacture of pins

by these two con:: p anies amounts to about 9

lbs. p e r 2000 Ibs ., the resistance of curves 1 - 2

been employed for a number of years to exe
c ute this work, so that from first to last, the

manufacture of pins, as at present conducted
ket-is performed by self-acting machinery.

a wash for inflamed eyes, but it should be
avoided if possible, as it greatly discolors the
white part of the eye. A weak solution of it

is often applied by physicians for curing diseases of the throat .

The nitrate of silver is much used i u pre-

paring daguerreotype plates, and photographic
pap er i it plays an imp ortant part in sun

Rogers, of New London, C onn., manufactured

The American improvements in pin making,

feet.

T h e adhesion of the engine was 36 per

cent. of the insistant weight ; this has hereto 

fore been estimated to be from 12 1-2 to 25
per cent. A train consisting of 1 0 0 loaded
cars, weighing totally 1765 tuns was taken

over a mile of road on an ascent of 6. 14 feet,
5730 feet radius in 11 1 - 2

and sticking the pins, have been in use for

and a curve of 1°

several years, we understand, in England.

minutes.

- -�+-....-..-...- - -�-- -

Railroad. ; Speed : Grades, and Curve•.

We are indebted to the Superintendent-D.
C. McC allum, Esq., for a copy of a very com
plete report of the New York and Erie Rail
road for 1855.

There are some matters of a

scientific nature in this report, a brief re
view of which will be interesting to a number
of our readers.
The whole length of track-including double

excellent duck for sails, and obtained a patent

and branch tracks-belonging to the C ompa

for its exclusive manufacture in the year fol

ny, is 769 miles ; and the tracks are

lowing.

gauge.

The following were the resistances over
come.

Friction of engine and tender 347 lbs .,

cars at 4 1-2 lbs . per tun, 7 7 0 2 lbs., gravity of
engine and train 4104 lbs. Resistance of curve
882 Ibs., and additional friction 1410, making
a total of 14,445 lbs ., or 40 lbs. less than the
estimated traction of the engine.

On a grade

of 60 1 - 2 feet ascending and a curve of 5°
1 146 feet radius, with a train of 429 tuns total

weight the resistance was 14,3 63 lbs ., or only

6 feet 82 lbs. less, while the load drawn was less

It is a stupendous railroad, involving

Silk, Flax, and Hemp.-The Legislature of the use of an immense amount of property,

Connecticut early offered encouragement to

such cars was demonstrated to be only 4 1 - 2
l b . p e r tun per degree of curvature the 1 0 0

of the cotton gin, and while cotton was a dear

In 1 7 24, Richard

demon

The friction of

into their papers by hand, but machinery has

Linen and Duck-Previous to the invention

yet been made in America.

7 lbs. per tun, but the experiments
strated this to be too high.

At one time all the pins were inserted

tuns.

It is also much employe d for dyeing the hair

weak solution, it is used by some oculists as

its friction

Pin Manufacturing C o . ," of Waterbury, C onn.,

the sun ; it soon assumes a black apI-earance.

When nitrate of silver is taken as a medi- ture in 1 73 5, to pay a bounty on every yard
cine, it gives to those p arts of the body ex- of fine' linen made. The bill, however, was
posed to the light, a leaden gray color. In a not passed, and to this day no fine linen has

1 25 lbs . on the square inch.

patent on improved machinery for making sol

-from the wire until they are ready for mar

C are must be exercised not ufacture of linen was therefore sought to be
to touch the skin with it. The cyanide of po- early encouraged in the C olonies, and a Bill
ta ssium will remove nitrate o f s ilver s tains .
was introdu ce d into the Connecticut Legisla-

driving wheels 5 feet in

J. Howe also obtained a

In 1 838,

in secret .

Notes on Ancient Bnd Curlou. Invention •• -:Vo. :J.

or deep brown.

24 inches stroke ;

Y. ; he did not obtain an diameter, and an effective steam pressure of

weak solution of the nitrate, and exposed to

of those who wish to conceal the marks of materi al , linen was most generally employed
age. A weak solutioH of it applied to t he for all the purposes of domestic and personal
hair, is all that is required to color it black, use, now fulfil led by cotton cloth . The man

40,050 lbs . on the driving

wheels, it had cylinders of 17 -inch bore and

and employing a vast number of persons ;

those who would cultivate hemp and flax, and therefore, as it does a great amount of busi

than a fourth of that on the low 6 feet grade
and the one degree curve. This was done
in six minutes and a half, but it shows the
great amount of power consumed in ascending

In 1 784 a bounty was offered for ness, its affairs require to be managed with inclines, because the whole train, as it were,
takes as much power as would lift its en
great circumspection.
p ainting. Its sensitiv eness to light, and other every ounce of silk raised from cocoons .
s ubstances, is the reason of this. A plate of
Pins .-As early as 1 7 75, a factory for man
Speed-In the transaction of a passenger tire weight to that hight-60 1 - 2 feet in the
clean copper introduced into a solution of it, ufacturing pins was proposed to be erected at traffic great speed forms an important item of second example. No experiments were made
raise silk.

produce s a b rilliant crystaline deposit of sil- Wethersfield, C onn., by Leonardus Chester, cost. The expense of running a train is stated test the increase of resistance with an i ncrease
ver ; a stick of phosph orus placed in it soon b ut until 181 2-during the last war with Eng to be increased nearly as the square of the of speed, but it is very evident that the Super
b ec omes encrusted with tree-like crys tals of land-our country received all its pins from speed. Delays and accidents are the attend intendent is of opinion that, with the excep
tion perhaps of friction, they increase a ccord
The report says :the metal. Mercury poured into a s olution of across the Atlantic. In that year their price ants of high speeds
" When the time-table is so arranged as t o ing to the s q.nare of the speed.
it produces that beautiful c rystaline dep o sit rose to one dollar per paper, when some pin
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L, ARtCil l\ :flRAUI../I\ Porta111e Steani engine
as not less than one hundred finished em.dnes are ke pt on
e Builder, 16th and Hamilton st., l.}hiladeJphia.-Saw
rfhe power required to work each screw will just be in Circulars of information will be sent free of postage to hand.
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30 12"
FOR SAJ.E-Three Cylinder noilers. �4 Albany. N. Y.
can dress lumber as cheap as you have stated, capitalists. B OILERS
diameter, 30 feet long. with two 13-inch flues
no doubt, could be found by you to engage in the busi· each,inches
with
steam
drumg
30
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diameter
and
5 feet A
on
H.
BAR'I'LETT'.s
HO'I'
Ant FUllNACE
...ER INURUSTA'l1IONS-No scale will form
ness. The ventilating chimney-cap you describe is il high and Cross Boiler 36 inches diameter, and 12 feet
• Now ready, and ior sale at the foundry of John 
when Wcissellborll"s Patent Incrustation
Bin the boiler
ong ; safety and check valves all in complete working �on, 00x. Cameron & Co., Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y. This l}reventor
is used. At the same time the apparatus is the
lustrated on page 160, Vol. 9, SCI. AM., but we have been order.
Also, a new set of Van Sickle"s Patent Salaman furnace exceeds in power and economy any ever hereto  best Heater that can be obtained.
Apply to J:1.;. W. SARtold it will not cure a smoky chimney overtopped by an der
Grate Hars tor a Furnace, .1) feet by 10. AppJy to
fore ofrered to the public. All orders should be directed GEN '1\ Delmonico's liotel, New York City.
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ILl\lER & CO., Electrotypers, and Manufacturers
J. A. R of N. Y.-The mastic cement used for the out
i:��:�� X!r.�iV�l.f�}�����J: valuable furnace w&l1,:: F of
Electrotype Materials, 120; Fulton st., N . Y. Mold
side of houses in this region is compoied of dry sand, a
ing Pres!'es, llatteries, Cases, Backing Pans, Shaving
PA'I'EN'I' PERPE'I'UAL LIME KILN,
Ma
little plaster of Paris. and marble dust, slightly moistened PAGES
will burn 100 bb1s. lime with three cords of wood, 1 hi 1"!:.6 -WOODWOR'l'lI'S PATENT Pla. chines, Metal Kettles, Planes, Blocks. _Building Irons, etc.,
24 hours, likewise my coal kiln will burn 150 bush·
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• ning. rr ongueing and Grooving Ma· etc on hand, or furnished at short notice, and at moder.
with boiled linseed oil ; the bricks to receive it are first 1very
ate
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with 1 tun bituminous coal in the same time i coal is chines.-'£ he s ubscriber is constantly manufacturing,
batteries and black.lead
coated with boiled oil.
not mixed with limestone. Rights for sale.
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has now for �ale the best assortment ufthese unrivalled machines also for sale.
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machines to be found in the United States. Prices from
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pable of being made into paper, rope, &c. Blake's fire
L
Champlain, N . Y . Agent for the sale of linen roa·
STA'I'ES PATENT R�JVOLVING Mea· in New York and Northern Pennsylvania, JOHN GIBproof paint is very good for the roofs of houses. Pitch, UNITEU
sure._Inventor and manuf...cturer. Louis Young. SON, Planing Mills, Albany, N. Y.
30 3m*- chinery of every deSCription, n�w and second hand. :En.
gineers and machinists tools, and linen yarns of every
soon be offered to the pub
tar. and sand. mixed together, makes a good cheap roofing lJ..' he following assortment will
lic :-4 wheel, length 25 to 50 feet ; 6 wheel, 50 to 500 ft. ; ALL PERSONS ARN CAU'I'IONI;;J) againsi reo number and quality.
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composition. You must apply it hot, then cover its entire 12
wheel, 100 to lUOtJ. Surveyor's or Mile Mea�ure 10 link
cognizing, in negotiations with Silas G. ltandall, of
surface with sand and fine gravel.
wheel, length one mile or more. 'l' he patentee is willing this place
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certain
power
of
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to by me to him about a year and a half ago, as said power P Pipes. '1'he right of a limited number of the South
C. H. I., of Mass.-The suggestion you offer in regard to to dispose of part of the patent. For particular:; apply
I'"
ern States, of this valuable patent, for sale on reasonahle
has been demanded. and is now retained against my wish. terms.
checks for money paid to conductor�. is a good one we SAMUEL COLMAN. 6 Wall st.
Apply to \-Y. O::;1'RAND1i:R, No. 57 Ann street.
J. ll�JRVA JONI' S .
N. Y .
think, but it could not be considered as a patentable nov M ACH1l\1S'l'S' TOOLS.-Meriden Machine Co 30 3�
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Rockland. 111 . , March. IS56.
. have on hand at their New York Office, 15 Gold
elty.
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street. a great variety of Machinists" Tools. Hand and
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PATENT
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ENGINE.
�
Pumping
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for wrecking purposes, Irrigating
Power� Punching Presses, Forcing Pumps,Machine Helt. R rr his is an improved Steam }Jngine for which Letters alid Draining
Lands, Deep Mining Shafts. Quaries,
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S. B of N. Y.-The water engine described by you ing. &c all of the best quality. Factory West Meriden,
"Patent were granted to John A. Reed, of New York. Jan. �Jxcavations, Railroad
Stations. Factories. Public Institu
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the size of the port, and balancing the pressure,
Europe .
a day. Patented 1854. State and road rights for sale ; for
the friction and weight of the slide valves, ec
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cross
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will save fifty per
and will not
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ery." l'�or sale only by the inventor and manufacturer.
chine capable of splitting barrel hoops. particularly out A Lots, situate on Chestnut street and the Canal-Fac 10 ..
500.
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.
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500.
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F. S. l->}1� ASl<� , 61 Main st., Buffalo, N . Y.
tory of Brick, 40x50 feet-three stories high and an attic All sizes from 1 to 100-horse power at the shortest notice. N. B,-Reliable
of ash timber.
with two set of first rate eastern machinery and two Also Reed's Patent Steam Pump, the simplest and most States and Europe.orders filled for any part of'the United
19tf
machines ; engine and Dye House 40x50 durable one in use, for raising water or supplying boilers.
Moneyreceived at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office on custom carding
i ther out.houses. ps i
account of Patent Office business for the week ending :l�'t�'lI. ifu tLW�: i1�:�vill�. �a�
J ���WI/9�Arai��� L:���::�bf�rt�ressing �?R�t� y N ORCROS8 ROTARY PLANING M!\CHINK
lJ..' he Supreme Court of the . S., at the-Term of1853
Iilaturday. April 12. 1856 ,and 1851, ha\'ing decided that theUpatent
granted to Nich
AUTION-The public are hereby cautioned against
RAWING INSTRUMENTS-1'he large,t ,tock olas G. Norcross, of date )'-'e b, 12, 1.%0, for a Rotary PIa
E. J� . B.. ofN. Y., $30 ; T. B ., of N. Y., $100 ; W. E. pC:��dh;';;hg fnl l�ht��4
e
0
D
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��W.VH�i'�;: r� t:��top��
in the country, comprising our well�known German ning Machine for Planing Uoards and Planks 1 .' not an
u
Jr of Ill., $15 ; A. D . B . , o f Ga , $30 ; J. P ofN. Y., $55j S.atEarle or E . oH. Strong,
as the power of attorney under silver Swiss instruments, and German, Prench, and others infringement of the ,"Voodworth Patent.
C. H. B., or Conn,. $30 A. G., of Ind., $35 ; W. H., of 0 .. which such sales maY ge attempted to be made was re- Surveying and engineerin� instruments, warranted of the
t t
r
ca!it� ;u�ch��eJ�� �pi1��i�;��s;;� 8�i&18RdcROc���e
W. H. 1'OWERS, best construction and quality. Catalogues gratis.
$25 ; W. & U .. of 0 $55 ; D. & MeN .. of N. Y .. $30 ; E. vOfiet 'ome months since.
AMSL�JR
&
WIRZ.
208
11roadway.
York.
M
J. A ofVt .. $30 ; C. P . C., of ass $30 ; T. M ofN. Y
Office for sale of rights at 208 Broadway.New
2G 6eow*
211 Chestnut st., Phila., Pa.
New York
Boston. 27 State street, and Lowell,
Ma:ss,
$35 ; R. F. G of Ill $25 ; J. H. C of Pa., $25 ; E. R of
.
F�6m*
GRIST
MILLS-2O.
30.
36
and
48
ARRISON'S
undersigned is prepared to
N. Y $25 ; C. & H of R. I., $220 ; O. D., of Md.; $20 ; H inches diameter, at $100. $200. $300, and $400, with E NGINEERING.-The
specifications. estimates, plans in general or GRAIN MILLS-EDWARD HARRISON. of New
all the modern improvements ; llolters, Elevators, Belt detailfurnish
W. R ofPa.. $30 ; W. I ofN. Y $30 ; P. L. & B ofN. ing,
�aven! Conn has on hand for s;;tle, and is constantly
of
steamships.
steamboats.
propellen. high and low
&c.
&c.
Also.
Portable
and
Stationary
Steam
EnY $41)0 ; F. C. G ofN. J $20 ; N. N .. of Ill $25 ; S.
pressure engines. boilers and machinery of every descrip manufa.cturmg to order, a great vanety of his
approved
gi
l sizes, suitabIS�C Sjl���Si ;falt�
Hroker in steam vessel.:. machinery. boilers, &c. Flour and Grain Mi,lls. in�luding Dolting Machinery, Ele
.
2
t��N. Y. tion.
L ofTll .. $25 ; E . A of N. Y $25 ; J. F. T of S. C . , 3�����}
General Agent for Ashcroft's Steam and Vacuum Gauges. vators, complete WIth MIlls ready for use. Orders ad
$32 ; J. L. G of Ga $20 ; M. O. C of C. W .. $30 ; W.
& Noyes' Metallic Self· adjusting Conical Packing-, dressed as above to the pat entee, who is the exclusive
IRON FOUNDRY-Manufactur· Allen
C of N. Y $25 ; J. G. S ofN. Y $75 ; A . B .. of Conn RIRMINGHAM
Faber's Water Guage, Sewell"s Salinometers, DlldJ5eon's manufacturer, will be sll,PpJied with the latest improve
ers of Iron and Composition Castingil. Chilled Rolls, Hydraulic
Lifting Press, Roebling's Patent 'Vire Rope for ments. Cut sent to applications. and all mills warranted
$25 ; R. G Jr., of Mass $55 ; P. H. Van A ofN. J .. IlI25 ; frli
a �r
i
and steering purposes, Machinery Oil of the most to give �atisfaction.
29tf
s��ar?ep:!�;�s:'&�. :��'i�di� ��Cb:: Caie d�r��G�\�!f: hoisting
A. D ofN. Y $55.
approved
kind.
etc.
ing and Cutting Machines, Turbine and Centervent Wat
CHARLE S W. COPELAND.
�TJ<� \V HAVEN MFG. eO.-MacMnists· Tools. Iron
Wheels. Also, contractors for Breast and Overshot 19 eowtf
S pecifications and drawings belonging to partie8 with
Consulting Engineer, 64 Broadway
1'1" Planers, Engine and Hand
Drills, Bolt Cut
Wheel,. Address SHELDON llASSETT. Prest
the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent Wood
ters, Gear Cutters. Chucks, &c., Lathes,
on hand and finishing.
Birmingham. Conn.
32 60w
These '1'ools are of superior quality, and
are for sale low
Office during the week ending Saturday. April 12
RTIFICIAJ. LEGS-Palmer" Patent-Manufac· f?r
cash or approved pa.per. !,or cuts giving full descrip
J. S. J .. ofPa. ; W. R . 0f O. ; W. C ofN. Y. ; W. s .. V ERTICAl. STEAM J<�NGINE and Boiler for AJ7Jcdh�s����:t�,a�hil�d��hi�°b;';Xi��1i����� tIOn and p:·lCe.ll, address, " .N ew Haven Manufacturing
19 tf'
ofN. Y. ; C.W. Jr ofN. Y. ; E . A of N. Y. ; J. G. H well �;f:h��.a bTh�a�;iin��� �91��h�ss ;n�h!IKy n���:ln� and
These legs are universaUy regarded, and recommended, Co New Haven, Conn,
ofN' J.. (3 cases) ; N. N .. of Ill. ; S. L .. of Ill. ; S. H. & band wheel 5 feet in diameter, face 14 inches, turned as an invaluable boon to an who have suffered mutilation
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all
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Europe
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boiler
is
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A
M. C. W.. of Pa. ; W. D. U ofN. C . ; R. F. G ofIll. ; J. in diameter. 1 :flue 17 inches, well braced wrought-iron America ; by all the Institutes for the promotion of Arts,
of valuable patents and inventions, H . LEAVITT
No. 1 Phamix Buildings. Boston. NoneT. but
R. C of Pa. ; C. M. L of N. H. ; E. H of N. Y. ; A. B
matters of
heads ; it is very strong. and has been in use about six and b:y the several thousand.i of perSons now blest with real
merit and utility will reQeive any attention.
CirI'U
months is about 15�horse power. Cost $1200. will be sold them m their daily use. Pamphlets containing the most lar�
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on appliq
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;
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.
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Improved Locomotive Link 1\'101100.

The accompanying engravings represent
improvements in Link Motions, patented
lIfarch 20, 1855, by Messrs. Uhry & Luttgens,
Paterson, N. J. The link motion is so exten
sively applied to locomotives and also to
marine engines that any mechanic acquainted
with its appearance will at once perceive the
modification in the design here shown ; but we
believe that the effects or working of this mo
tion are not so well understood. There was a
time when it was almost entirely discarded on
account of its defects. Still, it has one ad
vantage over a common lap valve moved by
an independent eccentric, in connection with
an independent cut-off, viz., that the exhaust
does not commence within 1-4 of an inch
from the end of the stroke, as it does in ease
of the latter, but graduates with the degree of
expansion, and therefore barely allows the
steam to expand thrice its original bulk, even
at the highest cut - off, thereby causing great
loss of steam ; though it is allowed that an en
gine, with it applied, will run faster and easier
than with most other contrivances. Its de 
fects are, too small a steam port, a too early
exhaust, as already referred to, and early
compression.
The method commonly employed with link
motions to retard the time of exhaust, is to in
crease the inside lap, which, though it may be
advantageous in a small degree in that respect,
still increases the compresmion and chokes up
the exhaust port.
If these defects may be radically remedied
and that peculiarity of the link motion which
contributes to its present efficacy be brought
under the immediate control of the engineer,
its introduction and use will be a matter worth
the attention of engineers. These results are
believed to be fully accomplished by the in
ventors of the present improvements. They
have lately made a series of practical experi
ments, in which the luperiority of their inven
tion was abundantly demonstrated. We are
obliged to omit the tables referring to the
same.
On these trials the improved link motion
operating upon a single valve had 3-32 inside
lap, and presented some decided advantages
over the common links, among which are the
following : The lead only useil about 1-2 to 1 -3
of the time of the stroke to open before the
commencement of the next, than on the com
mon link, where it increases to the amount of
two and three inches of the stroke of the pis
ton at the higher notches ; further, the steam
port is more than doubled and the time of
exhaust is retarded at t4e higher grades of
expansion, while the exhaust port opens near
ly three times as quick at these points as with
the common link, while the amount of inside
lap given to the valve has barely any effect
upon the compression, as it near;y commences
with the point of the exhaust.
The inventors are of the opinion that com
pression, in a measure, and where rightly ap
plied, may be an advantage-j ust as a spring
is to a trip-hammer-and it will never of itself
cause any loss of steam ; but it is necessary
that that force which it is calcnlated to neu
tralize should yet have an existence, viz., part
of the momentum of the reciprocatillg parts.
But this is by no means the case on the com
mon link motion, as the exhaust coming in
too early, thns preventing the steam to act
while yet efficient j the momentum of the re
ciprocating parts has expanded itself before it
meets the compression, the latter thus directly
opposing the.motion of the engine, and thus, as
it has been shown by experiments, say the in 
ventors, causes a loss of from 20 to 25 per
cent. of the power at the highest notches.
In the engravings the same letters refer to
like parts on all the figUres. D represents a com
mon shifting link, supported by connecting
link, G, which latter is attached to the revers
ing lever, H and J, being operated by the re
versing rod, 0 ; the link, as usual, is operated
by two eccentrics, B and 0,-0 acting in the
forward, and B in the back motion. The link
is provided with 0. die, which, in figs. 1 and 2,
operates the rocker, F, while in fig. 3 it actu-

liteS connecting rod, Q, sUspended by the link,
P', at .!; to some part of the framing of the en
gine. Besides the rocker, F, there is a differ
ential rocker, E, operated by an eccentric or
cam, A, and partakes also at its fulcrum of
the motion communicated by the link, at a
point shown in fig. 3 by letter e. The upper
end of this rocker operates, in fig. 1, the ex
haust valves, while in figs. 2 and 3 it commu
nicates, by valve rod, P, motion to a single
valve. In fig. 1 the lower extremity of this
rocker is provided with a slotted segment,
bearing a block attached to rod, A, being con 
nected by link, K, to the reversing lever, L �I,
which is held and operated by the reversing

rod, N, In fig. 3 the valve rod, P, moves in a
guide attached to the framing of the engihe.
Fig. 4 represents the arrangement of the
valve seats, T and U j S representing the st�am
cylinder.
Fig. 5 represents a plate, v, resting upon
the exhaust valve, and which may be used to
balance the latter ; the bolt, c, holds this plate
to the side of the steam chest, the face, d, be
ing slightly curved, to permit oscillation, while
the hollow bolt, a, and the central bolt, b, -ad
just it in its position. There are two bolts, c,
and two or more bolts, a b, near the end of the
plate. The bolt is provided with a thread on
the outside fitting in the steam chest cover,

IMPROVED LINK MOTION FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

91) for nickel, which shows the tenacity of co
balt double that of iron ; besides, nickel and
cobalt are worked at the forge with the same
facility as iron, are oxydized 'less easily than
iron, and are susceptible of being employed in
the same manner as iron." - [Annual of Sci
entific Discovery, 1856.
..
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The North river was open to Albany on the
1 0th inst.-last week. The Smth .Jlmerica was
the first steamboat that made the trip up. The
river has been closed for nearly four months.
" I�
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Inven tors, and Manufacturers
the bolt, b, having a shoulder resting on the
top Qf boh a, while its nut is secured in v.
The figs. 4 and 5 form part of the motion of
fig. 1 , and the balancing of the larger valve is
accomplished in a simple manner, as no pro
vision need be made for the escape of com 
pressed steam, as the small plate upon the
valve seat, n, and which is moved by the or
dinary link motion, will open the communica
tion.
The position of the cam in relation to the
eccentrics in the several figures is as follows :
If the eccentrics in all the figures be brought
in a vertical position, so .that a perpendicular
tangent will touch the peripheries of both ec
centrics, then a horizontal center line drawn
through the center of the axle will form in fig
1 an angle of twenty-five to thirty - five degrees
with the center-line of the cam to the relative
position of the eccentrics, as shown in the
engravings ; in figs . 2 and 3 from five to ten
degrees with the center-line of the cam, above
or below the horizontal center-line, depending
upon the direction in which the point of con
nection is located however the position of the
cam may be varied, and different results thus
obtained, as various modifications may also
be produced by the amount of throw, and the
point where the shaft passes through the cam.
The proportion of throw and lap adopted in
the experiments were for the eccentric, 5-inch
throw, cam 6-inch. throw, the valves having
from from 1 1-8 to 1 1 ·4-inch outside lap.
A modification of these improvements is a
small cam or eccentric placed and adjusted at
e, fig. 3, the yoke or strap surrounding it
forming paft of the valve rod, P, while the
cam or eccentric is attached to lever, E, and
the extremity of the rod, A, instead of being

connected to a cam or eccentric on the axle is
secured by a pin to the framing of the engine.
The cam described in the foregoing de
scription can be easily applied to all engines.
It may either be cast together with the back
eccentric, or if applied to any old engine, cast
in two separate pieces and bolted to the for
mer. The wear of the cam is inconsiderable,
because it operates the valve through the in
tervention of the leverage of the differential
rocker, the main power being derived from the
link.
The inventors of these improvements are
practical engineers, and fully understand what
is wanted upon locomotives to insure safety,
economy, and speed. More information may
be obtained by letter addressed to them at
Paterson, N. J.
.. . .. . ..

Cobalt a'od Nickel.

lIf. Deville, in a paper before the French
Academy, suggests " that other more common
metals than aluminum are perhaps less known
than may be thought, and he expressed the
hope that when he shall have completed a me
moir on the pure metals, produced and melted
by certain, yet secret, processes, which he has
long been preparing, he shall exhibit some un
expected results. Thus he instanced cobalt
and nickel, which possess useful physical pro
perties, such as malleability, ductiliy, &c., de
veloped to a most extraordinary degree j fur
ther, they enjoy a tenacity far exceeding that
of iron, which hitherto has passed as the most
tenacious metal ; for, according to the experi 
ments made by M. Wertheim on these metals,
the weights which determine the rupture of
wires of iron, cobalt, and nickel of the same
dimensions are 60 for iron, 1 1 5 for cobalt, and
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